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Kit imat District Council passed a by-law :Monday 
establishing an adviso~'y development commission to 
promote industrial and commercial growth in  'the. 
municipality. :: 
' The commission will/be composed of two member's 
of council and five Kitimat electors appointed by 
.council. 
• :The  electors wi l ihold office for two years l  Alder: 
men~ however, will be appointed annually. , 
Members will not be paid for serving on the com- 
. nd~ion, 
•/  Duties include making presentations to government 
...: in support of the area's needs, making Companies and 
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trade associations aware of Kitimat's advantages anti: c0nstruction wi~¢l begin in thenear  future. 
supplying prospective businesses with information." i Plans must be developed now to ensure that the 
The commission will also serve council.in an ad' !building will provide a focus for the community in the 
visory capacity and report as requested on such; ~city centre'area, De Kleine said. 
matters as commercial development in co-operation: i Archi ' - -t  . . . . .  - . . . .  ~, , . . . . .  , . . . . . .  mc ~oa~ ~uexanaer has neen retained to 
with private or punlic agenc~e~ w~tmn or w]mom me' ! - re- -re a schematic -1 n" "' f . . . .  
municipality. " :P p~ p a m ume or a ouneaeamine 
Co " . _ .  _ , , __-" . . . .  _o 'for purchase of land set by the B C Buildin~ Cor- 
uncil, memners man approves me sp~nmn~ ux, ',~ration " " ~ '~ 
$3,500 from the contingency fund for schematic i,.., e'~ "'~ ' ~ . 
drawings of a proposed provincial-municipal building. : • Council also decided on a rental fee for use of the 
• The new building will provide space for municipal : gymnasium at Riverlodge.,Recreation Centre for 
offices and. probably, the provincial court. , ' ~c ia l  events. 
In his report, Municipal Manager ~ Ben De Kleine ~ Use of the gymnasium fordancing and banquets 
said planning for the development does not indicate involves the purchase of floor covering .so that the 
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floor won't be damaged by spilled food or Cigarette 
burns. 
Members decided on a $600 rental fee:plus a $.250 
damage deposit for use of the gymnasium from 7 p,m, 
to 2 a.m. An additional $50 an hour will he charged 
after 2 a.m. 
Council voted $2,500 from the contingency fun.d to 
purchase a plywood covering for the floor. 
Members also voted in favor of a $1,000 grant to the 
spay-neuter p ogram operated by the Kitimat Society 
.for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 
A request for a grant in leiu of taxes from the 
Kitimat Alliance Church, however, was tabled until 
the next council meeting. 
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Unemployed 
number down 
Ter race  .D is t r i c t  OTTAWA (CP) - -An  
unusual, s i lence  from 
Counci l  :approved '  a politicans, of all parties 
request from Donna greeted the news on Tuesday 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  I t ! 
. Forsberg ,  p ro jec t  ~:-~i'i~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~ .~ . .  ~ ,:..: :, .:::.,:, f ~ ....... , . . . .  ,;~ • ., -,~. that the country's uncm- 
imanager, for the Terrace ~ ~,~.~ f,:~:. ~ ~. : i',~  :~,~..~ ~-" ,~ ~ , ~ .  ~ :,, :~/./~ : : : i .~, ,' • ':~.:.,~.-  :,,.~ ~ . . . ,  ~ . . . . . .  ployment rate fell to a 16- 
".Fun and Fitness Day, to .:,: ~.~..e::i~  . '~..i ........ ~ . :. - . . . .  ' . - ' " ~. ' month low of 7,7• per cent 
• ;hold a parade on June 24 .!./:: . ~ ~ : ~ . ~ . ,/:..~:? ~ during May. 
ibeginning at the Skeena ~ . . . . .  ~l ~~:i: '.: !/ : ' ~...'~ .. . TherewereS36,000pers0ns 
~Mai la t9 : lSa .m.  ~ • , ,  . out of Work during the 
,' "The parade is for Dogs/F;unnlng wi ld  on  Copper Mountain SchooLplaygounds •.said. ', • . . month, Statistics Canada 
chi ldren . only, "says .  ' 
s=-o-chol ; Forsherg, and the reason l i t  over  position chorus that the :is the lnternational Year  arents sp government-initiate more !of ' th~ ~ Child. The job.creation .programs and 
.yomigsters will parade provide:more lief for the 
unemployed, a terse "no 
down to Skeena Jr ,  ~ ~ by Greg Middleton followed Hamilton out of the school's library where wish to comment" came 
,Secondary School " " ~~ ' " the m tin t " ' ' " ' . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ... ' .... o ^ , . ,  . _ . . . . . . . . . .  ee g was o be, held, stud the Sandecki s were from the offices, of both 
,~n~may? ,~, i l  ~ , :  une.groul ~ o~. ~opper i~ounmln ~cnooL paren~ ~s ~ot treating the situaiion ratio~aJlyi She. Said:there Opposition Lea'.der P ierre 
"~.,~..~'A '.~:~.~.~'.~'-'~ go!ng to)nv~esuga[e po.~.m~e Pr0.n!em~a.t m e scnoo~ w~e.,nonl.oble, ms.dt,,[h~h~d~itwas::any,...~T~qeau,~,,.=-anc!:::. :',~ew,~ 
• ~ ~%~, ,"~??i ~ ~ u ~ V.~:~'~dfd '~ i  aCffais0~.~0tdniit toe a[~d anotaer.is:gomg~.to.:: ~. ~ ,  ~i~ :,'~ , ~  ~.~': ~ a,-~ ?/~a ~ '~V:  '-:,' .'. -.~ : % D~i~i'~itiC/. Party ..~ Lp, ader:: 
me ecnool. 2ms m .~e hool board • . Ed Broadbent 
followed by a 15 km mini . take a list ofgrievances tothe sc .~ . : ~ In themeetingwhic~remaine~public and which the NewP' a--ointed Em 
" ~ . " " The dog fights which are admittedto ne a Common : medi  Was allowe t /'' ' . . . r vv  . : ,marathon at 10:lSa.m.; a ___. . ,__^' .,..,,:a^ ,~ . . . . .  ~~ . . . .  *-~n ~hoo l  were a d oattend, I~s.  Sandecki charged ployment Mimster. Ron 
~10 km Cveleathon at 10:30 ~ . . . .  . . . . . . .  that there was a gener@l disrespect for the teachers in AtkeY, in his jpb only eight 
matched by a comronmuon etween Terrace ~cnooz da s had little to sa B a .m. ;a3kmfami ly j0gat  . . . . . . .  ~ • . . . . . . . .  ': . . . . . . .  on and the school. She said there were ih~fts and smoking and .y . ,  . .  y . . .y  
VlStrlct ~uperm~enoem f rank  num.t  ,, mlflatternoon e was SUll lO:35'a,m, and a show of ~ saidone student feil out of i~r desk, drunk, after - , 
sky divers at.10;45 a.m. Claudette/and Gene Sandecki at a Tuesday meeting lunch." ' . . . , . , busy meeting officials of his 
Food and information calledat heschool todiscuss the discipline there. The list of complaints aired at the meeting a lso  andlS'500"pers°nlearning aboutdepartmentthe" $3.3- 
.booths will be available to Hamflt0n said he wasn't willing to make the school a included charges that dogs were'running loose'on the million-worth of programs ' 
the public from 11 a.m. to "public spectacle" and Mrs. Sandecki said she ha d to school ground and children were getting into the for which he is responsible. 
• 3 p.m. There will be conclude r'Hamflton was not prepared to discuss the middle of dog fights asia result" Mrs. Sandecki also Shortly after being sworn 
sports d isplays and question'after Hamilton said he wouldn't contiriue said the chfldren were l0cked out of the school at lunch in to his new pertfolio, Atkey 
various games ,  with members of the news media' present, hours, even in bad weather. On¢~ child, accordlng to told reporters his first 
priority was to create "jobs, • An aquatic show will be The 1:30 meeting of parents of children who go to the what Mrs. Sandecki said she heard, had been hurt on jobs and more jobs." 
held at the pool at 3:30 grade 1 f6 7 school in Th0rnhill was called after the the school ground at lunch hour and wasn't allowed in But he has had little time 
p .m. .  Sandecki'scomplained about what they saw as a lack to phone home. to work out a strategy or 
of discipline there. Part of the list of complaints deals with a lack of discuss his plans with fellow 
C i  il ~bou~ lo of the 35 parents in attendance followed information getting from the school to the parents, cabinet members. 
V ' l-Iamilto~ had Brian Phillips, the school's principal, • Other complaints deal with prb~lems between the The number of 'unem. 
out of the room to a private meeting after Mrs. San- students, in which teasing and harassment result in ployed has been steadily • . declining this year. There servant s decki stated she felt nothing wouldbe accomplished if students going home in tears. . ,  :. 
• reporters were not present. The Sandeckis want tighter discipline at the school were 977,000 jobless in January and 943,000 in April, uneasy, Mrs Sandecki won approval from the remaining and suggest he return of the strap and an eight-foot dropping by a further t03,000 
' , parents to present'a list of grievances and suggest fence to keep the children in the school groundS and last month. ti solutions to the next school board meeting, potential child molesters out. The seasonally adjusted 
• unemployment rate is at its can  o u~ Following the meeting at the school, Hamilton said ' The recommendations ~. to the school system that a lowest leveans adjust to 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Federal he held~a discussion with about 34 parents and that monthly newsletter. to' parents ibe instituted and a compensate for the Swings 
public servants are uneasy they Supported Phillips and the school, school newspaper to be run by the students to teach , caused byral statisticians 
about the new Progressive "The, parents brought up  some problems," them responsibility be started. = ~/ • adjust o compensate for the 
Conservative government, llamilt0d said, "but they were supporti~,e of the Specific requests for actioni ~iSOr include, more swings caused by regular 
but have not pushed the pr6cedures used at the school." Hamilton, who has playground supervision organized ctivities in the gyn. seasonal changes -- such as 
panic button, Andy Stewart, several times denied there are any unusual behavior at noon hour and that classes neverlbe left unattended, the school year, the growing • . season and the Christmas 
head of the Public Service problem~ at the school, said the committee would The Sal~deckis are also concerned about cars. being rush is the most common Alliance ' of Canada, said • -- meet before the end of June. allowed on the school grounds; the casual dress of the indicator of the seriousness Tuesday. • 
The180,000-member union The 'S~ndeckis, who said later .they were not teaehers and that too mucb time is spent in parties and ofunemplaymentacrnss,tho 
has .requested a meeting satisfied.with be outcome of the meeting but expected dancing during school hours. . .... country. , 
with Treasury Board it, expressed unhappiness with Hamiton's attitude Frequent changes in staff at the school was also . But at 7.7 per cent, ' 
Canada's rate is con- President Sinclair Stevens toward the parents there. They accused Hamilton of brought up as a problem there. 
and his officials to discuss contin~lally treating the parents of children who came One of the suggestions made tel instill a sense of siderably worse than those of 
the government's womonth most other industrial 
freeze on public servi~e to him.as children themselves, responsibility in the students, as well as to raise nations. 
hiring. As tbemeeting was breaking up one of the parents money, was the idea of having the students et up a Latest available figures 
Asked if the union is who hadbeen visibly upset with the turn of events and concession to sell snacks. ~ put unemployment in the 
planning a strike to protest " ' United States at slightly less 
the freeze, Stewart replied:' .., than six per cent. Britain's 
"OhGod, no." " ~ / q ~ r  Mt School criticized most rncent jobless rate was Union exncutives will try f~ . )~ ~,-~ e -~ : sixS"4per cent. France repor tedper  cent. West Germany 
to find out what Stevens' • 
plans are before considering 3.9 per cent and Japan 2.1 
retaliatory moves, by LJnda Pursehke grade  six, and she felt their marks were per cent. 
Stevens described the The May unemployment 
sat is factory while they  attended Copper figures always reflect the 
freaze, announeedFriday, s !Bonnie. Monteith, now a resident of Burns a holding measure to give his Mountain. entry of thousands of 
cabinet colleagues time to Lake, says her children attended Copper "My one child had three!:outsta~dings on the university students into the 
examine their departments. Mountain School before the family moved to report card from Copper Mountain," she stated. Job market, as well as the 
He will ask each minister to Burns Lake in mid-April. She said, in a telephone Monteith said she had spoken to the superin- beginning of the growing 
season when farmers hire 
present a long-range cost- interview Tuesday, that her two children have tendent of the local school district, Frank help. It is also the time when 
cutting strategy, found themselves behind other children in the Hamilton and Brian Phillips, principal of Copper eonstructiun activity speeds Stewart said it disturbed 
him that Stevens announced school at Burns Lake. . Mountain while she was in Terrace.late in May. up after its winter doldrums. 
the freeze without first !'My one child's teacher asked.her a question, "I did phone Hamilton and he told me nothing For these reasons, the 
consulting the union "andwe and he was just amazed that she couldn't an- really. He said they were going to look into the number of. working 
want o get in there now" to swer," Monteith said. Monteith explained that situation." Monteith said she also approached Canadians increased by 359,000 to almost 10.4 million. 
push for consultation on her daughter.was particularly behind in subjects Brian Phillips. In May, Statistics Canada 
.future government plans, like French and in knowledge of the metric Monteith said her daughter's grade 6 teacher always begins publishing a 
Tbeuniou leadereaid even system, suggested she consider going to the superin- special set of figures on top officials in the treasury "My 
board department are "up in daughter didn't know anything about the tendent in Victoria to explore the matter further/ student employment. 
the air" about how to imple- metric system, Monteith stated. "Down here When asked if she had considered such a move, They showed there were 
meat the freeze because of they've been studying it for two years.. We've Monteith said she had not, since the family' was 669,-o0o students in the labor 
force who planned to return 
the. broad exclusions an- been down here for two months now, and she's no longer in the area. to their studies in the fall. Of 
nounced by Stevens. studyingeverynightjusttotrytocatchup." -" I t 's  not going te do my kids much good now,'" these, 580,000 had jobs and 
Hiring is to continue as 
necessary in the essential Monte i th ' s  children are in grade four and she said. the remaining 89,ooo were 
services, including doctors . . . .  unemployed. 
Skeena stuclent Dean Olson did the balancing 
act on his unicycle and lead the E.T. Kenny 
SchoOl students as they paraded their decorated 
bicycles,as thestar t  of the sports day. More 
photos pages 3 and 8. 
I 
Ji/DGE WANTS 
UPE R V IS ION 
In Terrace provincial court'Tuesday, Judge 
Darrell Collins sentenced a Terrace juvenile to a 
term of indefinite probation with several con- 
ditions, after charges were laid following a 
shooting incident at the Terrace Arena on Jan. 6. 
The charges were the result of •four shots being 
fired at a van full of Prince Rupert hockey 
players who were leaving the arena after a brawl 
had erupted between Terrace hockey fans and 
Prince Rupert players, Several off-duty RCMP 
officers were also involved in the disturbance. 
'T in  going to make a disposition so that I still 
have my finger on the pulse, so to speak," Collins 
said before outlining the conditions of probation. 
The juvenile was ordered to perform 200 hours 
of community service work, to abstain from 
consumption or possession of alcohol, and not to 
be found on the arena premises. Other terms of 
probation included reporting to the probation 
office at least once every two weeks and to seek 
employment or return to school. Collins also 
issued an order prohibiting the juvenile from 
possessing firearms, ammunition, or explosives 
for two years. 
"To get a firearm and handle it in the way you 
did is a very serious matter," Collins told the 
youth. "It's only by the grace of God that 
somebody wasn't injured seriously or dead." 
Before sentence was passed, the court was told 
by defense counsel Cecil Pratt that the youth was 
acting on built up tension following the fight in 
the arena. 
"He shot a few shells, that's a bad thing to do, 
but he wasn't in a blazing state where he would 
shoot up anything in sight," Pratt said. 
The indefinite probation comes up for review 
on Dec. 11, 1979. 
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:bash not  cost ly  ..... I ~ ~ W S m I ~ BRII:F. B ig  b i r thday  :
OTTAWA (CP) -- Tax- 1 celebration on Parliament a nationally-televised Chairman G. Hamilton slowlY: and surely vanish citizens are expected to pichl 
payers are saving $1,9. Hill will be the blggest and variety show and fireworks Sontham told a news con. away ,., leaving nothing but up the tab for activities in i , 
milllon on their national best ever. display on Parliament Hill, ference Tuesday, a smile" on" the. faces of 1,500communities across'the OTTAWA (CP)--The new 
Over the next five years, 
/ 
/ 
McKinncn said last week 
birthday party this year,but The $3.8-million, week- is a" "Cheshire cat 
organizers promise the Jmy long festival, culminating in program," Festival Canada government financing "will 
Millions remember John Wayne 
HOLLYWOOD (AP)  - -  "The roles he played and Wayne" noted his battle . best friend, John Wayne. I 
was truely blessed.. In a 
matter of nine months I have Tributes from the famous - -  the life he lived will inspire and the fans --  poured in Americans for generations 
Tuesday for actor John to come," Nixes said from 
Wayne, the legendary movie his seaside compound in San 
hero and one of Hollywood's Clemente, several 
biggest box office stars, who kliometres south of Wayne's 
finally lost his battle with Newport Beach home. 
cancer. Dozens of the countless 
Wayne died Monday at the' Wayne fans called their con- 
age of 72. dolences to the UCLA 
In Wasbington, President Medical Centre, where he 
Carter declared that Wayne had been confined the last 
was "the symbol of many of five weeks. His seven 
the most basic qualities that children and a number of his 
made America great," grandchildren were at his 
"The ruggedness, the side when the end came at 
tough independence, the 5:35 p.m. POT (8:35 p.m. 
sense of personal conviction EDT) Monday. 
and courage-- on and off the Wayne's family announced 
screen -- reflected the best his funeral will be private 
our national character," and asked that instead of 
Carter said. flowers, mourners send 
Former president Richard contributions to a cancer 
Nikon said the actor was • fund being set up in Wayne's 
"true grit on and off the name at UCI.,A. 
screen." Many of the tributes to 
against cancer, a fight that 
was symbolic of his life -- 
both on the screen and off. 
Wayne had been battling 
the disease since he un- 
derwent surgery in 1964 for 
removal of a lung. Last 
January, he.was admitted to 
the UCLA Medical Centre 
where cancer was dis- 
covered in his stomach. That 
cancer was removed but 
doctors announced last 
month that more cancer 
cells had been found in 
Wayne's intestines, 
• Maureen O'Hara, one of 
Wayne's close friends and 
his co-star in a number ef his 
most famous movies, noted 
that her husband, Charles 
Blair, was killed last year in 
an airplane crash and said:. 
"I was married to the king 
of the sky (Blair) and I had 
the king of the earth as my 
lost them both." 
.Fellow superstar James 
Stewart, reached at a Paris 
air show, said: "John Wayne 
was probably the most- 
admired actor in the world, 
His passing marks a great 
loss for his family, for the 
film industry and for the 
entire world. I, personally, 
grieve because I have lest a Aissooiation of America, 
good friend. I will miss. sdld: "The Duke is dead, 
him." which means the tallest ree 
Stewart co-starred with in the movie forest has just 
Wayne in several films, in- been felled. There won't ever 
eluding Wayne's last, The be anyone like him, God, we 
Shoottst, in 1976. Ironically, 'will miss him." 
Canadians, he said. ' 
Businesses and private 
in that film, Stewart played a
doctor who diagnosed ter- 
minnl cancer in the aging 
gunfighter, Wayne. 
David Janssen, the co-star 
of one of Wayne's moat con. 
troversisl films, The Green 
Berets, said simply: "I loved 
him as a man and as a 
professional.', 
~lack Valenti, president of 
the Motion Picture 
Problem solvers 
seek .new, energy 
.1 
EDMONTON (CP) -  The l"eeoguition that the world 
seven-day-long United ~bas established heavy oll re- 
Nations conference on heavy. !serves, including extremely 
oil and oil sands may 'have !heavy oil in oil sands, of .at 
started the world on the path least several trillion barrels. 
to solving its energy I Bowman, .head of the 
problems, organizers aid ~Alberta • Oil Sands 
Tuesday as the 34-natien. ~Technology and Research 
meeting ended. ~Author.ity, said production 
u * This hrst international Jfrem small,and mediumsize 
conference, held in Ed- !heavy oil deposits cattered 
monton, will enter history as .around the globe would be of 
the beginning of the heavy ~great economic benefit to 
crude and tar sands period,". ~developing ations. 
declared Joseph Barnes of . The deposits, g.e.nerally 
the UN Institute for Training ' ~yp.a~e~ n .~.aus.e o~. tn.e cast 
sod Research (UNITARI. 'anu..mmcul~ m..~om ~I~" 
• The Alberta co.chalrman • tracung ana. rex!mn.g . e 
of the conference, Clem thick, mincrai.contammacea 
Bowman, told reporters oil, have been made more 
country after that, "but 
Southern said the federal  
government will probably 
continue paying for the 
Parliament Hill show. 
This yea/'s $495,000 ex. 
travaganna on the Hill, to be 
carried live for 2Vz hours on 
English and French CBC 
networks, will feature about 
500 performers.. Including 
disco dancers, country and 
western singers, a brass 
bend, Ukrainian dancers and 
opera singers, 
Among the headliners are 
pop singei" Patsy Gallant, 
contralto Maureen 
Ferrester; country mus ic  
singer Carroll Baker and 
Quebec singer N ico le  
Martin, 
AI Waxman' star of CBC 
television's King of Ken-, 
sington, Quebec violinist 
Monsieur Polntu, John Allan 
Cameron and the five-man. 
Cape Breton Symphony will 
join them on stage, 
This year's Canada Week, 
from June 25 to July 1, sale-" 
brates national citizenship 
week, the International Year 
of the Child and the July 1 
holiday all at once. 
Fest iva l  Canada, the 
agency overseeing the 
week 's  activities, has 
sidestepped controversy 
over the name for July 1 --  
Dominio~ Day or Canada 
Day "by  referring to it as 
Canada's birthday. 
The Liberal government's 
spending restraints an- 
nounced last year cut $1,2 
million from Festival 
Canada's budget, organizer 
Muriel Sherrin said. 
State Secretary David 
MacDonald of the new 
Conservative government 
has announced a further one- 
year freeze on all depart- 
mental spending, including 
$200,000 allocated, for 
planning next year's Canada 
Week celebration. 
Progresslve I Conservative 
government )s .expected to 
declde within me next two 
weeks wheth~ to go ahead 
with the leontroveralal 
transfer of!the Veterans 
affairs department•, to " 
Cheriottetown. ~ 
A senior ~epartment of-  
ficiai said Tuesday that 
Veterans Affairs Minister 
Allan McKinnon is reviewing 
the proposed move under the 
federal spending restraint 
policy announced last Week. 
Energy man slams press 
he wanted to 10ok at the : :"  
too#lag plans to see whether ',~: 
" i t  is neoesanry to send the .,.~ 
whole department." .  He .,,i' 
hinted he might keep the .... ,' 
pension commission in Ot . . . .  
tawa,if,,.'tha department'_s 
plan/,'i'iire not too far 'ad- 
vanced. ' • . ~' :" 
De'partment officials ".: 
estimate the •move • would '~:'. 
cost more than $35 million, ,..: 
including transferr ing ....
employees and building new . : 
headquarters, . . ' 
Board. slammed the media. 
Tuesday for cTeating what 
he said were nuclear horror 
stories based!0n misin- 
formation durid~ the,Three 
Mile Island nuclear accident 
at Harrisburg, pa. 
Jeanekeus I told 700 
members of the  Canadian 
Nuclear Asao~iation that 
whilethe news media faces 
extreme difficulty in getting 
beyond the bounds of oh- 
joctivity and credibility." 
He said various editorials 
in major Canadian 
newspapers took the 
responsible attitude of trying 
to put the nuclear issue into 
perspective "despite the 
pages filled day after: day 
with nuclear horror stories ,~ 
based on misinformation a d 
misunderstanding." .. 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  Jon" accurate information, 
Jennekeas, president of the "much of the coverage 
Atomic Energy Control which ensue{i went •well 
Adviso :y committee formed 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Atomic Man,, t~Id reporters that the 
Energy of Canada Ltd. said committee's re~rtsand wan~ ... 
Tuesday it has iset. u.p an criticism of the program w
independent  ~advtsory be made public by the firm. 
committee to ~viow the Atomic Energy is the  
country's nuclear waste • Crown corporation. • 
management program, . . responsible for. nuclear 
Stun Hatcher, vice- research and ,dev~elopment 
president and! general and the " commercisl 
manager of the-Whlteshell marketing of the Candu 
Nuclear " Research nuclear power :generating :" 
Establishment In Pinawa, station, s 
• Conservatzves favor rich 
LONDON (CP) --The new goods and swept aside 
Conservative government controls on the Investment of 
there now is official desirable by soaring world While less money has been slapped and petted British British capital abroad. 
energy prices, allocated to community taxpayers Tuesday,, handing Opposition Labor mere- 
festivities, the budget for the out big incentives to the rich bets in the Commons called 
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;."In the same way that 
Canada is hoping to become Parliament Hill show has to keep more of them at it "a rich man's charter" 
a nonimparter of oil through gone .up to $495,000 from home while unions noted the over- 
the development of our tar $365,000 in 1978. Soumam " " . . . .  uni all impact.would be higher " 
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workshops but not formally Quebec, where the n~/tional cent from 12, Imposed higher wage arner about &2 (~.80) 
holiday is usually over- sales taxes on consumer 
shadowed by June 24 St. 
adopted by the meeting, 
called for technology sharing 
and creation of a UN centre 
to distribute information on 
heavy dil. 
The statements-identified 
heavy oil as the best alter- 
native to declining supplies 
of conventional light oil and 
expressed diplomatic con- 
cern about rigidity in en. 
vironmental regulations. 
Reflecting a division of 
opinion among delegates, the 
statement also noted that 
there are obstacles to ef- 
ficient development of us. 
conventional oil resources 
with existing technology. 
"It ~nust be remembered 
that the profitability of 
heavy oil operations is tied to 
many factors', capital casts, 
operating costs, allowable 
taxes and crude prices," the 
statement said. 
"If any of these factors are 
limiting, development may 
not be possible." 
several spokesmen said 
more than 100 technical 
papers presented to the 
conference were among its 
• mast valuable contributions, 
The text of conference pro- 
ceedingk, Barnes predicted, 
"will be for a number of 
years the international Bible 
of the heavy crude and tar 
sands industry." 
Hector Rivero, 'director of 
the government -owned 
Meneven oil company in 
Venezuela, said several 
papers on new methods of 
upgrading heavy oil "have 
special importance for Vene. 
zuela." 
Venezuela, with between 
one trillion and four trillion 
barrels of heavy oil, has the 
world's largest supply of 
unconventional oil. 
Alberta's triliien-barrel oil
sands, however, are more 
developed: two mining 
plants are operating, a third 
is planned, .and a fourth 
planned oil sands plant 
would recover oil from deep 
sands through steam in- 
Jection. 
FUNDS PROMISED 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
Argentina has been 
promised $1.26 million by the 
United Nations .as partial 
financing of a new nuclear- 
engineering study program. 
The aid is part of a recent 
agreement signt.d with Ar- 
,gentins's National Atomic 
Energy Commission to 
expand its general •
development, nuclear. 
training programs, 
a week, 
RCMP case still open  
CALGARY (CP) A have access to police docu- 
Calgary couple wbb claim meats connected with the . .  
. that police officers damaged investigation.. 
their property during an Police Chief Brian Sawyer 
investigation more than 2~ has said the documents are 
years ago. must await protectedbyCrownprivllege 
and that "the release of 
Jean Baptiste celebrations. 
He said he did not want to 
"scoop" organizers who 
were to unveil Canada Week 
plans in Montreal next week, 
In keeping with the Year- 
of the-Child theme, the 
Parliament Hill show will 
feature the 175-member 
Burlington, Ont,, Teen Tour 
Band, And 15-year-old .another decision from the 
rUmpet ...pla.yer . Robe rt:.~ ~fbo~retatheS:pr:emeea::oUr ! 
noon will get a cnance to 
play with the Canadian tinue, 
Brass. 
In honor of citizenship As a t'esuit of a ruling last 
week, Gov,-Gen, Edward week, the court now must de- 
Sehreyer will present proof, cide whether the couple may 
of.citizenship documents to 
his four children on stage 
and citizenship certificates 
to 12 youngsters repre- 
seating each province and LONDON (AP) --  The 
territory. . 
The tolevised show from proseoution wound up its 
the foot of the Peace Tower case Tuesday in the Jeremy 
is scheduled to begin at 8:30 Thorpe murder conspiracy 
p.m. EDT. . tr ial '  at the Old Bailey 
criminal court and defense 
lawyers start their clesing 
statements today; 
Thorpe, 80, former Liberal 
party leader, and three co- 
defendants are charged with 
conspiring 'to murder; Nor- 
man Scott, a former male 
model. 
The case against them, as 
RETURNS 
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) -- 
Eduardo Guerra 
Jimencz, who fled his 
native Cuba in a stolen 
MiG jet fighter plane 10 
years ago, may have 
made the trip back home 
by hijacking aU,S, jumbo 
jet,to Havana, U.S, au- 
thorities said Tuesday. 
The state department 
stopped short of saying 
that the 1969 defector and 
the 1979 hijacker were the 
same man, but sim. 
ilarities between the two 
were remarkable-  in- 
cluding the same name. 
A bearded, stocky man 
who claimed to have a 
beg of explosives took 
over a Delta Airlines 
flight 'af(cr it left New 
York for Fort Lauder. 
,dale, Fla., late Monday, 
said FBI agent William 
Nettles. 
The L-1011 carrying 194 
passengers and 12 crew 
members flew to Havana 
where Cuban authorities 
led the hijacker away in 
handcuffs, 
Cuban President Fidel 
Castro was said to have 
come to Jose Mufti 
Airport and supervised as 
the big jet and its 
passengers were allowed 
to leave, 
i I 
information contained in the 
documents would . be 
prejudicial to effective, and 
proper policing of the city of 
Calgary and would under- 
mine the candor• and com- 
• pletoness of police records," 
Thorpe case doses 
put to the jury by chief 
prosecutor Peter Taylor, i s  
that Thorpe had an alleged 
homosexual ffair with Scott 
in the early 1960s and later 
feared that Scott's 
disclosures about the 
relationship would ruin him. 
Co-defendants Da,vid 
Holmes, John Le Mesurier 
and George Deakin are 
accused of hiring a former 
airline pilot ass  "hltman" to 
shoot Scott on ThSrpe's 
behalf, 
Drunks on videotape 
VICTORIA (CP) --  Police Gardom says the accused 
in British Columbia will be will then be better able to 
~ rmitted to use videotapes drunk drivers in court, 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom said Tnesday, 
He said the move follows a 
10-month pilot project in 
Vernon. 
The videotapes -- which 
are admissible in court as 
evidence -- will he available 
for viewing by the drivor and 
his lawyer prior to a court 
appearance. 
decide whether to plead 
guilty or not guilty to a drunk 
driving charge, and wifl be 
able to see how foolish he 
looked the night before. 
The police use of 
videotapes will be extended 
to several areas where a 
drinking-driving problem 
exists. The first will be the 
Vancouver suburb of Burn- 
aby. 
Pilot saves lives 
FORT LAUDERDALE, 
Fla, (AP) --  The pilot of a 
• plunging DC-3 probably 
saved many lives on the 
ground by guiding the air- 
craft between a row of 
houses and a traffic.jammed 
highway, authorities aid. 
The. pilot and a paasellger 
died in the accident, 
Authorities first put the 
death toll at three, but later 
confirmed that only the pilot 
s 
and a passenger were killed, 
Their identities were not 
immediately available. 
It was the second crash of 
a DC-3, a propeller-drivnn 
plane, in the United States 
within 24 hours. On Monday, 
a U.S. Forest Service DC-3 
• crashed in the mountains of 
north.central Idaho. At least 
one person was killed and 
nine are missing, Two people 
are known to have survived, 
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Edgar Da le  
was sentenced 
• months in priso 
pleaded guilty t, 
of theft ov, 
following the t 
mo .toreycle on 
Archibald is 
serving a tot~ 
months in jail 
charges and C 
tiered the ten 
served  coneu: 
lresent prison ( 
M ieha l  R 
Bryant, 18, plea, 
to a charge of 
and  entering 
Judge .Darrell, 
• pravincial e~ 
Tuesday. 
The court wa 
Crown eouns 
Bishop that th 
arose :fel!owing 
at Polly's Cafe, 
Ave., on, April l 
Colliils ordel 
tence put over t 
25, pending 
sentence report. 
Another  , 
alleging Brys 
involved in a b 
enter on the sa~ 
Sade and Stev 
dismissed. 
In other matte 
the c.ourt, 
Seymour,, 19, 
• guilty to a el 
consuming.' iiqu 
public place; •
ordered SeymO~ 
MO fine. The.' c, 
told the charge 
after Seymoi~ ]
seen drinking a bottle of 
beer in a car on May14. 
Kevin Alexander also 
pleaded guilty to a charge 
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Youngs, ters:at E. T.~,, Kenny. School. in Terrace got dressed uP'for a bicycle, parade to Start their sportsday 
on consuming liquor in a • ~ ' ~ 
aOrderedMexandert°paypUblic$50 fine.Place' Collins T rraee resident, *o ws garbage revolt 
Collins fined Malcolm 
Charles Davldson $50, 
after he pleaded guilty to 
a charge of' consuming by BHan Oregg "Your garbageis being welldone. "I have always letter to finance corn- control problem., the dump and that if any merman home the 
~Crq~o~: . . . .  k,-. _z..^ , . picked up at this time, said they are the only mittee with special Aldermen said they garbage is found strewn owners can be charged 
~^~.p~u~ p .~ A Terrace resident has however, district, crews efficient group working reference to the animal were not going to move in front of the Tim- with littering. 
~..,.,=, .,. m.ut  be un her own revolt " " ' ,,,I.a,. . . .  , , .^_L.~ __ ' g :' will only be picking up for the Dmtrlct of - - 
~m ~, ,~, ,~ ,~ against the District of garbage placed in the Terrace, including the 
~'~.,'.'j~,:~.~.,~..?~:~ Terrace by refusing to eo~. required-containers,from ..politicians," she says . . . .  , • , 
" "  ~"  ~ '  VU~" V~ . . . . .  rate with a r " ; " " .. , _, . . . . . . . . .  P., .,._ = 9pe ' :': equest' now om:,This notzce .zs . Council refered,  the,  Ule xl; ace o 1 o r " .~-  .., • • ' .... ~.:. • ~" . ,~. ,^,~am.r  ~ ~&~j~,~:t41ot to leave garbag~ it~ being left to g, y e yoU the .  ,,::::~::, : :: : i 
v-,.,,-, , , ,-. - , , - -o ,,, lastic ba s as the can . . . . . . .  " ..... ' .............. -~ ...... • . . . .  , . , ~.~. ' . • p g y oppor~umiy to ensure ~ . . . .  . . ] . . . . . .  ¢ ... 
'~ester  hatt  -lea ~,~ be torn up by roaming your garbage is more l t t~ l l L i l~ l l t~  
. . . . . . . .  dogs m the distrmt ~eeurely set out for . guucy to a enarge m . . ' ' " . • ,, 
. . . . .  Vz Timnlerman asked collection in the future. ] (Y r l i l l *Cz£~ eonsummg liquor in a . . . .  x ZZ~U~L~.,~.~ 
~'~bllo nl~o" aq,,. ~ho councdmaletterwhyshe Tzmmerman says  
,~r',",./'w~'~:'~a'~" ~ ,, =~ should comperate when "Why don't you sendout a Ter race  D is t r i c t  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I have seen thousands of notice that you will Councildefeated a bylaw 
Skirts Tops 
seen drinking out. of a 
my tax dollars go down collect all the  animals Monday which would 
glass in the Lakelse Hotel the drain paying different . and give them a free trip remove churches and / parking lot. Izatt was 
ordered to sign a bond groups.to, pick up  the to the dump." fraternal lodges from 
stating she would keep animals (which are still) ' She says that she has a residential zoning while 
the peace for three allowed :to run loose pet which is kept in the council decided what 
months or pay aS100 in around town", fenced.in back yard but zones they should be in. 
default. " I  have co-operated she still has to clean up Acting Mayor Alan : X ]~ 
• ' with you for 10years and:' messes off her front Soutar cast the defeating Summerfim= r . . , s i  
In juvenile court, a rece ived abso lute ly  lawn;and, when she tries moUon when aldermen Terrace juvenile was 
found not guilty on a nothing. I co-operated for to take the dog for a walk Jack Talstra and Helmut e N 
charge of theft of $200. three years, living in an she is attacked by' other Giesbreehtvoted in favor 
The court was told by R-ltaxz0ne, whflehorses dogs. Protests to the of the bylaw and alder- 
Arndt that the charge ran all over my front police and the district men Al Purschke a~d Summertime 
came after the juvenile lawn, I co-operated for have resulted in no co- David Pease voted 
five years while you operation, she says. against he bylaw during 
and an adult were alleged people did nothing about "So you intend to move its second reading. to have been involved in 
a half built burnt-out the dump because the Giesbrecht argued that _1:or C~nh, 
the theft of a log loader shack next door to me. I wild animals are these facilities should be v " I  
'and oil from the Twin lived with the deepest, bothering a few residents taken out of residential River Timer site on 
9 
Queansway. ugliest ditch in town in who are not paying taxes zoning so that council can 1 9 e 0 ~  
Collinsstated.there was front oflmy house," she in the district; and just stop such buildings being 
.~ot enough ev idence says. who is going to pay for built next to people's 
before him to find the The district notice says this move-me and the rest homes in the future. 
juvenile guilty and noted that in "order to of the taxpayers inside Council has received " 
minimize litter problems the d is t r ic t , " ,  says enough complaints from 
that Arndt had not asked presently being ex- Timmerman. people who object to 
for testimony given in the perienced when garbage "On this issue I do not these buildings looking 
voir dire to be admitted to bags are being broken intend to co-operate, out of p]ace in residential 
the testimony in the trial, into and the contents Fine, don't pick up my areas to begin looking at 
Collins sentenced the scattered, we are garbage, just make damn the wholematterandthe Regulor Pr ices  
same juvenile topay a $25 requesting that all sure you deduct the bylaw defeated on 
fine after he pleaded garbage be  set out in charges f rommy taxes," Monday Would have 
guilty to a charge of metal or animal-pr0of she says. "given us breathing tO  $40 O0 
impa i red  dr iv ing ,  containers, with lids on, Timmerman also says spaee...I don't know 
following an incident in according to district that she thanks the where council will go 
Fdtimat April 11. bylaws, garbage men torn  job from here."  Limited oe ,  r , " "ec 'o  
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EDITORIAL 
M 
Terrace School District Superin- 
tendent Frank Hamilton neddlessly 
provoked a confrontation with.some of 
the parents of Copper Mountain School 
students who turned out to the meeting 
there Tuesday. 
HamUto0:cou!d have easily listened to 
and ~tak~en 'd0te/i~f he..concerns of those 
parents in the presence of the members 
of thepress. If his concern wa s to protect 
individual children it could have been 
agreed to keep the complaints of a 
general nature, naming no names. 
Byi, refoslng to have the meeting in 
publiC, Hamilton gives the Impression of 
being both unwilling to hear the con- 
cerns::, of the parents and having 
something to hide. Such secrecy breeds 
rumoi's of things usually far worse than 
what is really there. 
Surely a man as well educated and 
responsible as ~r.  Hamilton would have 
us believe he is, would know that 
refusing to face up to a problem, 
refusing to discuss various points of view 
about a situation, is no way to deal with 
it. 
COMMENT 
by Greg Mi?dleton 
Why are the children in the school system today not 
getting the education they should? How can someone 
8o through 12 years in public school and not come out 
well and liberally educated? 
Many of our parents did not go beyond grade 4 or 5. 
Children today spend two to three times that long in 
school. The co usensm, among many educators, 
employers and even the students themselves i that 
the school system isn't doing the job. Why? 
The school system is both a continuing and self- 
perpetuating system. ~'he students of today are the 
teachers of tomorrow. That is one of the problems. 
Education students at most universities are a joke. 
It is a sorry fact but the future teachers are looked 
down on as less than academics. 
At the university I went to it was common 
knowledge that if you wanted a gut course, a mickey- 
mouser to give you three easy credits, you took a 
course that was in the faculty you were enrolled in but 
was required by the education students. 
It was an embarrassment but faculty members 
admitted they lowered grading ' in  those courses 
because the education students, for the most part, 
couldn't meet he standards set for those in that field. 
In some cases you were prohibited from taking those 
courses for credit in your degree area. 
Faculty members and the departments lowered 
standards or made courses easier and then condoned 
this because the education faculty was large and the 
other departments needed thope students to fill classes 
and Justify teachers who would spend the rest of their 
time on students, in that faculty taking more 
specialized courses. 
It was a good way for a department to up the 
number of students taking courses in that field. It also 
wasn't much of a sellout, or as they said. 
The education faculty demanded the student set a C 
plus or better. So whet you got was grade inflation. A C 
minus became a C plus for the benefit of the education 
students who needed those marks but couldn't make 
the grade because they didn't have the background. 
This hurt the education students in the long run, 
however, because they were given the Impression they 
did better than was in fact the case, and many knew it. 
Teachers, or rather student eachers, are a pretty 
lackluster lot though. The complaints were few. There 
was always a smattering of revolt from the students 
who had transferred into education from other 
faculties. It was quickly quashed, however, by the 
threat-Implied if not actually voiced-that the crucial 
pauiag Made or pesslbly even certification would be 
withheld If you caused troubN, 
This ,tsn,'t to say there weren't radicals in the 
education faculty, It isn't to nay there aren't 
academically sharp and even brilliant scholars now 
teaching. It is a generalization, In that generalization, 
and in the stereotype of the shiny-faced and blank- 
eyed education student here is truth, however, 
So we have teachers that don't have the education 
they should, who only have a limited knowledge in the 
academic areas. They are also a product of a system 
that demands conformity. And that is the subject of 
the next column. 
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"1 told her, the day I do the dishes is the day the 
'" sky falls in." 
: aY, R,C, Ro.  AC SON ' 
. • . . /  : .  
• Ottawa,-The wrecking crew . I s  raadY::: 
Waiting to fie to work onPrime Minister Clark ano 
Ms new Conservative 8overnment as  ' soon • 
• ' Parliament ie c~lled. . . • 
The Liberals did it before,destroying i  Parliament 
what the public service didn't dimage ~ in : t~  
10~'eaueraey, ~he 0verwhelminglyet~on~-in num~rs- 
-Dlefenbaker iiovarnmant between 1968 and 19~3 
• They did it by completely ilnorin8 the orders of a. 
weak and compliant Speaker, turning the' House 
Common9 into a bear-pit, and making t~mell ane 
tumult the order of every parliamentary day. _ 
• By sheer persistence and unrelcntinll a.braldv.ensu 
they sandpapered away• the Conservauve w, , ,m 
sunlve its own suicidal attacks from wi~in Tory 
ranks. . " • ' . , :, 
This time, the second chance the Conservatives 
have. had.in the last 44 years, the situatlonls little 
different. ' 
TREND NOTE D 
01979 ~ e lm k ;~ lwte  
C onservativismgrowing 
By VINCENT LEMIEUX 
Credltistes; it would have 
given, two or three to the 
Liberals in each of, the 
Prairie provinces, and five 
or six in British Columbia. In 
all respects this would be 
better than the current 
situation in which, to take 
the extreme cases, Alberta's 
entire representation is 
confined to the Conservative 
party, and almost all 
quebec's representation to 
the Liberals. 
What has to be found is a 
suitable form of proportional 
representation. Why couldn't 
we create sma'll regional 
electoral districts of three to 
five seats, attributed 
proportionately between 
parties? Thus, to give .one 
example, the Quebec City 
metropolitan area would 
, form a single riding (taking 
in the current ridings:~ot 
Charleebourg, Langeli~r, 
Louis-Hebert, M0ntmorency 
and Quebec East), which 
would be represented by four 
Liberals and one Credittste 
instead of the present five 
Liberals, who would have us 
believe, wrongly, that there 
were only Liberal votes in 
that region. 
In the absence of an even 
slightly proportional 
representation f voters, the 
distribution of seats between 
parties deforms the divisions 
between voters in several 
ways. Quebec and Ontario 
give two good examples• 
Despite the heavy Liberal 
vote in Quebec, there were 
still four voters out of 10 who 
supported other parties, but 
these other parties got onl~ 
oneseat inI0. In Ontario, the 
Liberal party won almost as 
many votes as the Con- 
servative party-- 38 per cent 
of the ballots cast against 39 
per cent. But the Con- 
servative party won almest 
twice as many seats as the 
Liberal party, 57 as opposed 
to 32 
• )me observers who don't 
see the vote distribution 
behind the seat distribution 
clearly enough speak of an 
ethnic vote: French- 
speaking areas in quebec 
and elsewhere chose 
Trudeau while he wan 
rejected outside these 
milieux. The election 
statistics are more complex. 
But the fact remains that he 
previous elections. 
Outside Quebec the Con- 
servative party is now a 
truly national party, 
finishing first or second in 
the nine provinces and 
winning at least 30 per cent 
of the vote. 
quebec remains a huge 
problem (for the Torlas) 
which doesn't seem about o 
be settled. The Conservative 
Liberal party improved its 
position in Quebec ompared 
to 1974, while it lost ground 
almost everywhere outside 
quebec. 
The defeats of several 
Liberal ministers in Ontario 
and elsewhere seem to in- 
dieate that it's not so much 
the prime minister, as a 
French-Canadlsn, who lost 
The blggast hing the Liberal Wrecking Crew hkS 
~%If for them is the same strategist they had back in 
Uproarious days when they took only five years 
to destroy Diof's power, backed by ~08 seats in the" 
Commons, Canada's htstor!cally largest ,majority. 
ever .  
That genius Of political detonation was-and still i . s -  
A l lan  MacEachen of Nova Scotia. 
He was wiped out as a Liberal MP in the 19M Con- 
sorvative landslide and spent he next four ynars-to 
the defeat of Dief.-as Liberal Leader Leeter Pearson's 
i ir l lamentary strategist or, more realistically, 
gunner, bomber and torpedo man. 
.He ha d help, deadly political infighters to carryout 
his plans. ~ 
• There was Paul Martin, pontifical, overbearing, 
contemptuous of the Speaker, with a voice like a 
bul]harn. 
Them was Jack Pickeraglll, wily, even cunning, 
schemer of political plots, master of Intrigue, 
quivering with Joyous delight each time he made the 
Torles squirm. • ~ 
There was Lionel Chewler, the old "Silver Fox!', 
courteous even as he eut up the Conservatives, but 
coldly unmerciful. 
And there was Lester Pearson as Opposition 
Leader, still enough of the diplomat to not really enjoy 
the process of the madhouse his lieutenants were 
making of the Commons, but well satisfied to let it go 
~rty will have to deal with 
e Patti Quebecois and the on and even lend a hand . . . .  , 
Liberal party, the two main They were called ,'The Four Horsemen,".and doing 
political parties in quebec, • little to prevent he apocalypse they were preparing 
and the lack of charisma of for the Torias was Mr. Speaker, Roland Michanor, 
the Conservative ministers 
from Quebec won't help himself a Conservative. 
generate a very strong Dief later end repeatedly amented that Mlchener's 
feeling of identity of the failure to rein in the "Four Horsemen'; was a large 
people toward the new 
central government, contributing factor to Tory disintegration that was to 
last 16 years. 
Written for CP 
The end of the 1970s will be 
remembered for the increas- 
ingly clear domination of 
Conservative. parties in 
Canadian politics. In 1977 the 
Conservatives emerged as 
Winners in the'Ontario and 
Manitoba provincial elec- 
tions. In 1978 they came 
second in Prince Edward 
Island and. Saskatchewan, 
and they won in Nova Scotia 
and New Brunswick. In 1979, 
Conserva~ve governments 
were elected in Alberta and 
Prince Edward Island, and 
Bill Bennett's'Social Credit, 
.with clese Conservative ties, 
won in British Columbia, 
Finally Joe Clark's Con- 
servative party put an end to 
16 years of Liberal govern- 
ment in Ottawa. 
In the May 22 federal else. 
tion, the Conservatives won 
with ~naJorities in seven of 
the 10 provinces and alas in 
the Yukon and N0rthwe~t 
Territories. It was only in 
Newfoundland, New 
Brunswick and (;~ebec that 
more Liberals We~ elected 
than Conservatives. 
However in Canada as a 
whole, the Liberal party ob- 
tained 40 per cent of  the 
votes cast, against 36 per 
cent for the Conservative 
party. This situation is worse 
than in 1957 when, with 41 per 
cent of the vote, the Liberal 
party won i05 seats as op- 
posed to 112 for the Con- 
servative party, backed by 
39 per cent of voters. Of 
course Quebec's enormous 
Liberal majority explains 
this distortion in pert, 
because outside that prov-, 
ince the Conservatives got 45 
per cent of the vote and the 
Liberals only 32 per cent. But 
that's no reason to tolerate 
such a gap between seats 
and'votes in Canada as a 
whole. 
A more proportional 
electoral s~,stem would have 
given the Conservatives five 
to 10 seals in Quebecand 
slightly more to the 
popularity, but rather the The quobec Conservative 
government hat he led. party and  the Union 
Ontario was sensitive to the Nati,~rmle n ed one another. 
poor economic performance The Conservatives aren't 
of the government. Voters going to getla now popular 
west of Ontario saw it as too base Just by naming a few 
central a government, while leading Quebec personalities 
these in the Maritimes, more to thecabinet. They would be 
dependent on the centre• of better off if politicians 
the country, gave only identified with the Union Na- 
slightly fewer votes to the tionale took control of the 
Liberal party than to the Conservative party, around 
Conservatives. Rooh LaSalle. That would 
In quebec, opposition to give the Union Nationale a 
the Trudeau government chance to find a spot it has • 
coming from outside (the been seeking for a long time 
province) may have had the in Quebec. It would become 
effect of increasing the themsinsupperttotheparty 
number of Liberals, but they' governing in Ottawa. - 
seemed s'trong largely If this joining doesn't take 
b~eause of the weakness of place between Conservatives 
their opponants, Fabian Roy and Union Natimale sup- 
In any event, the Liberals "rewarded" Michener 
with appointment first'as High Commissioner toIndia 
and then as Governor Gener, al.~,~,, ~, ...... ~. . . .  ,~,;~ 
Now who has the old Architect of Destr~'lo~, Allan 
MacEachen, to form the wrecking crew? 
How about former Finance Minister Jean Chretien, 
the able "street fighter", as they so aptly call' him. 
Think of the damage he can do when attacking the 
largely uniliaguul English Tories in Chieouttmi 
French. 
Think of former Agriculture Minister Gene Whelan 
and his family fractured English, pugnacious puss and 
bull-in-the-china-shop panic he could induce among 
the Conservatives.. 
For brains there is Robert Andras, former Mlnistei" 
in charge of the Cabinet Economic Board. He'll be 
difficult. 
John Reid, formerly of Interprovinciul Relations, is 
young, keen, tough, hungry still for high office. 
Consider Pierre De Bane, fresh out of Cabinet, 
tough, hype r quebec. Spell him trouble. 
And Andre Ouellet, clever, cultivated, but not so 
civilized he doesn't know how to go for the throat. ,  
Finally, there's the Old Master Mechanic" of the 
Wrecking Crew, the man MacEachen, who knows 
almost as much about he House of Commons and how 
to disrupt it as Stanley Knowles knows how to keep it 
purring smoothly. 
strayed into the area of 
nationalist demands, while 
the Social Credit, as its name 
indicates, isa party of social 
demands. As for the Con- 
servative party, it believed 
mistakenly' that it would 
benefit automatically from 
the Conservative surge 
outside Quebec without 
having to find an original 
style and original positions 
for itself. 
Looking at it closely, the 
ethnic character of the vote 
was thus revealed no more in 
this general election than in 
porters, the Union Natioua]e 
risks dwindling even more, 
and thb Clark government 
risks not finding any 
responsive chords in a 
quebec polarized between 
Pequlstes and Liberals. 
Vincent Lemleux, 45, is 
pro-teaser of  political 
science at Lsval University 
in Quebec City. The author ot 
several books and numerous 
• articles, he speelailses In the 
analysis of po.litical 
organizatlms, elections nnd 
pobll e policy. 
, I 'E'ERS*O I Violence is increasing THE EDITOR 
Mayor & Council well taken care of and stays 
District of Terrace, in a fenced beckyard and yet 
I have to clean up messes all 
• over mY front lawn. I have 
tried taking my dog for 
walks on a leash and have 
been attacked by other, 
.animals on several streets in 
town and have received no 
so.operation from the.RCMP 
or the district. 
So you Intend to move the 
dump because the "wild 
animals" are bothering a 
few residents, who are NOT 
paying Taxes in the District 
of Terrace and Just who is 
going to pay. for this move.. 
me and the rest of the tax- 
payers inside the District, 
On this issue I do pot in- 
tend to cooperate,. Fine, 
don't pick up my garbage, 
Just make damn sure yoU 
deduct he charges from my 
taxes, 
I would like to thank the 
Garbage Men for s Job well 
done, I have always said 
they are the only efficient 
group working for the 
District of Te~sce. 
Yours truly, 
V. Tlmmernun 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  The 
ever-murky polltins of Latin 
America are taking a turn 
for the worse, with the 
rebellion tn Nicaragua 
producing n powerful 
polarization among the 
states of the rqion. 
Anantaslo Somoca, the 
Nicaraguan strongman 
whose family has ruled the 
country for 43 years, appears 
to be holding his own against 
the latest Insurrection by the 
so.ca l led Sand in is ta  
guerrillas, but the fighting 
itself has become almost 
secondary to the charges and 
countsr.chargee levelled by 
the two sides, 
Last September, Somoza'a 
U.S..equlpped National 
Guard put down a major 
uprising by the Sandinlstas 
that threatened, for a time, 
to topple Somoza. The 
guerrillas vowed to return 
and launched their latest 
offensive about two weeks 
880, 
Fighting ls still ranging in 
several Nicaraguan cities, 
including the capital, 
MJnegua where U.S. of. 
• By JOHN WARD i 
flciala are struggling to are starting to line up m 
evacuate their nationals, opposition. There have 
The handful of Canadia.ne in already been warnings from 
the country also have seen Venezuela and Ecuador 
warmed to leave, against any invasion of Costa 
But the real problem is Race.. 
that Somoza charges neigh- Somoza's regime seems to 
boring Costa Rica with be holding up under the 
providing a sanctuary and Sandinista attack, Somosa, 
trainlngbase for the rebel|, safely holed up in a Manogua 
a charge Costa Rlza denies, bunker, has refused 
Somoza has threatened to suggestions that he resign 
invade in retaliation and and predicts victory within 
Costa Rice has broken off two weeks. 
diplomatic re¼tlon,, Reports on the fighting in. 
dicate that Somoza's guards. 
Somoza also claims that men are perhaps itsinlng on 
Panama 18 a factor in the the insurgents, who have 
Sondlnlsta campaign and 
has trheatoned to tat hie 
diplomatic ties, calling 
Panamdnlan Oen. Omar 
TorrlJos a hollJgan. 
Cuba, ton, Is accused of 
aiding the rebels. 
On the other side, the 
Sandlnlstas say that Somom 
18 being helped by the right. 
wing government of 
Guatemala. 
Thus, the ldt.and.right. 
leaning states of the region 
~ ne to ground behind rricddes in several cities. 
There'seems tobe little in. 
dication thai a political 
solution can in, worked out to 
end the blomlslwd. Somoza, 
whose family ,'nnu, to power 
under America, sptmsorship 
in 1933, refust., to leave 
office before him present 
term expires in l)u~,,mber. 
1990, and his oppenv.', re- 
Ject any compromise that 
would leave him in pt~'er. 
He has tried to garner sup- 
pert in the Organization of 
American States, but has 
few friends In that body. His 
threats against Costa Rice 
are unlikely to make him 
more popular, 
The entire region, which 
has long been a pelltlcel 
quagmire, appears heading 
for even more Instability. 
The militJu7 regimes that 
once oharactsflzad the area 
have fallen by the wayside In 
recent years and  auch 
remaining strongmen as 
Somoza are coming under 
Increasing pressure, both 
from internal and external 
forces, 
Most of the major conn. 
trim in the region, Including 
oil.rich Venezuela and 
Mexico, have chosen their 
sides, 
After last fall's uprising 
nzsled, Washington spun. 
sored mediation talks, but 
with Somoza determined to 
crush the latest revolt and 
with most of his pelitlcal 
opponents either in l'ddlng or 
in exile, a renewal of those 
talks seems unlikely. 
.Terrace, B,C, • 
Dear Sirs: 
Regarding your Garbage 
Collection notice delivered 
today, So once again ! am 
supposed to co-opersta with 
the District o f  Terrace 
WHY? 
I have co-operated with 
you for 10 years and received 
absolutely nothing, I co- 
operated for 3 years, living 
in an R-i Tax Zone while 
Horses ran all over my front 
lawn, I to.operated for 5 
years while you people did 
nothing about a half built 
burnt out shack next door to 
me. I have lived with the 
deepest, ugliest ditch i0 town 
in front of my house. I have 
seen thousands of my Tax 
Dollars So down the drain 
paying different groups to 
pick up the animals allowed 
to r~n loose around town. 
Why don't you send out a 
notice that you will collect all 
the animals and give them a 
free trip to the dump] 
I have a pet who is very 
/ 
FW, Omen's .  ' 
IGrowth 
Centre 
b~ : . - ," 
hosting 
.. ~Betty Bartbn, ":~iit.' 
~employee •with ~the 
,"Canada Employment  
'~enli'e, Will be one of the 
guest ~eakers .a t  the 
:-Women, Growth Centre 
'~minam at. 4711 Lazelle 
, .(the old Jungle J im's 
shop) from 10 a.m. to 1 
:pJn. on Thursday. 
:v~Barton .will be 
discussing what is 
~available , for women 
,flu-0ugh the employment 
~centre, awareness o f  
.what to look for in jobs 
and ,teclinlques to help 
Women fin~l work. 
• There will be a slide 
presentation during the 
seminar. 
'~ 'El~abeth Mimiook, of 
'the 'job creation branch, 
:will' discuss how women 
, emi ere, ate opportunities. 
for themselves. " 
;, :Lil Frakvam; "~ tbe:, 
Northwest Community 
, ~l lege'a eo-ot'cUnator for 
. q- :  ,:i;=; 
Sher Morgan, Candace Barker, Carin Miller and Frances Birdsell at women's growth centre. 
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.~ CAPE GRIS NEZ, France ] 
• ' (AP)  - -  Bryan Allen, a [ 
lanky ,  bespectac led  [ 
., Californian, Joined the ranks [ 
"~y"  by ~'~m~ ~h~:,l 
fragile Gossamer Albat['/~  F 
,. on, the first man-powered 
"tlight across the English 
Channel. 
, .  His daring and stamina 
'won a ~00,000 prize for, him 
~d the designer. 
--The Gossamer Albatross,. 
named for its delicate body 
and outsize wings, crossed 
the channel at a point where 
it is 36 kilometrea across in 
~. two hours and 49 minutes, 
;. powered only by 26-year.old 
'~llen'S legs. 
• . He pushed on pedals, 
rotating a bicycle-like chain 
• which" in turn twirled a 
"prol~ller on the craft's rear. 
Once in France, he 
• emerged renched in sweat 
• from the stifling cockpit and 
quoted the operation's 
motto: "If the wind dor/t 
'~blow and the chain don't 
break ... we'll make it 
, across."  
. Exultant, he qdded: "Al- 
though the wlnd did blow a 
bit, the chain driving the 
"propeller 'didn't break and 
' we made t . "  
~" "I feel tired, but ... 
! whooeaeel" he shouted as he 
accepted a bouquet of 
flowers and French and U.S. 
~flags from the only. U.S. 
resident of the nearby town 
i of Wtssant. , 
i A pretty redheaded 
French girl, coaxed by 
i photographers, gave Allen a 
kiss of welcome. 
! His was the second major 
aerial feat by Americans to 
end in success on French soil 
within a year. On Aug. 17,  
,. three ,~anericane completed 
; the first successful Atlantic 
balloon crossing and landed 
in a wheatfleld in Normandy, 
' about 400 kllometres outh. 
West of Cape Gris Nez. 
Never more. than 4½ 
"i metres above the rising 
waves, and sometimes Just 
,~ about touching the grey 
;: waters, Allen fought air 
;. turbulence and leg cramPs 
• :. on his trip. 
" 'He  brought the almmt 
', transparent 22-kilo craft - -  
31,kilos with safety' and 
'communicat ions  gear  
: needed over water --  to a 
, landing on a beach, that until 
'now has been mote famous 
as the goal of swims across 
: the English Channel. 
Allen, of Bakersfield, and 
the designer, fellow 
: Californian Dr. Paul 
~, MacCrandy of Pasadena, 
won a prize d~200,000 put up 
by Englishman Henry 
Kremer for the first human. 
• powered cross.channel 
, .  f l i ght .  
a~ writ' .brJ# ~IMUq~ 4 '/toil t5,~ G.~ ;:,to~ a'l.~OV .Yrior,lo'iBvfi~ 91|J 'J0' 
J, fi'!/.,~,•., ~;j 'H ;9  
' :'~ ,n'drtY "...ad! 
i 
,~ . i:/ - 
'." ' I I I  ." 
• v 
After you apply for your five free BCRIC shares, you're also eligible to 
purchase additional shares in the British Columbia Resources Investment 
Corporation. 
But the deadline is June 15th. 
Until June 15th, the price for pur- 
• chased shares is $6 per share. As 
few as 5 ($30) and as many as 5,000 
($30,000). may be purchased for 
each eligible British Columbian. 
Shares can be purchased through 
any bank, credit union, invest- 
ment dealer or trust company. But 
remember the June 15th deadline. 
B.C. ReSOURCeS 
British Columbia Resources Investment Corporation 
2600 - 1177 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3Y3 
Telephone: (604)' 687-2600 
, Jl 
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SPORTS 
LIONS LAST 
Comebacks a plenty 
EDMONTON (Cl)) " 
Brlti~5,' Columbia Lions 
came.= ha~ from an Ed- 
monton comeback to defeat 
the Grey Cup champlbus 32- 
S7 in a. wide-opan Canadian 
Football League Western 
Conference exhibition game 
Tuesday night. 
The.Lions disappointed a 
engineer a quick fiveplay 
march for the go-ahead TD 
with just under over two 
minutes left in the game. 
Rookie quarterback Carlos 
Brown went from deep in 
B.C. tei'ritory te hit veteran. 
AJ Charuk for a 36-yard 
touchdown pass.. 
Import recewer Tom 
Geredine hauled in two 
sellout/crowd of 41,326 a t '  touchdown passes.of 18 and 
Commonwealth Stadium by 33 yards, while the veteran 
ming:'off a late-game foot of Lui Passaglia booted 
kima touchdown to' two 23-yard field goals, a 45- 
yarder, two singles and three 
converts. 
Rookie Kelly • O'Connor of 
the University of Alberta and 
Kim' Featsent out of Ohio's 
Kent State scored second- 
half touF.hdowns for the 
Eskimos, both on passes by 
rookie quarterback Charlie 
Weatherbie. Kicker Dave 
Cutler wound up the Ed- 
monton scoring With field 
goals of 16, 23, 27 and 37 
yards,.a 35-yard 'single as 
well as two converts. 
., .." . 
:,i PRO TOUR NOW 
A FAMILY AFFAIR 
/ 
f '~ 
Near  . a runs  = : record  
Frank Tavei'as's two-run 
double and Doug Flynn's 
lnsldethe.park, three.run 
homer •keyed a club-record 
10-run 'sixth inning that 
enabled New York Mats to 
post a 12-6 victory over 
Cincinnati Reds 'in National 
League baseball action 
Tuesday night, 
Coupled with Cincinnati's 
five runs in the top of the 
inning, the total of 16 runs 
came within two of the 
modern National League 
record For runs scored in a 
single inning by two teams. 
The mark of 17 was set in 
1912 by the old .Boston 
Braves and New York 
Giants. 
Before Tuesday night, the 
Mets had scored no more 
than eight runs in one inning. 
The Mets did it on several. 
occasions, the last time 
against Chicago Cubs in 1976. 
Taveras's double drove m 
the s~cond and third runs of 
the Mets' big sixth, tying the 
game and wiping out a 5-2 
Cincinnati lead. Flynn's 
homer soared over the head 
• A COACH 
IS WANTED 
• The Terrace Bluebaek Swim Club is presently 
looking for a part-time coach who has a sound 
knowledge of stroke and swimming fun- 
damentals. Level I coaching certification would 
be an asset. 
The  coach should also be responsible and 
enthusiastic as well as being interested in seeing 
the program grow. 
The club presently has 50 C.A.S:A, registered 
swimmers with a wide.range of abilities. In- 
terested applicants are requested to send a 
resume of'experience to the president of the 
Terrace Blueback Swim Club, Box 241, Terrace, 
B.C. Applicants can also call 635-7563 and ask for 
• 'Don ttighe. 
of centre fielder Cesar 
Geronimo, bouncing off the 
wall, scoring Willie Monta- 
nez and Steve Henderson 
ahead of him. 
In other National League, 
action, Mike Schmidt's two- 
run homer in the fifth inning, 
Philadelphia's first hit of the 
game, sparked the Phillies to" 
a 4-0 victory over Houston 
Astres behind the six-hit 
pitehiug of Nino Espinesa'.' 
In late games, on tho West 
Coast, Pittsburgh was at San 
Diego, St.. I~0uis at Los 
Angeles and Chicago at San 
Francisco. 
In 'the American League, 
Roy White and Mlekey 
Rivers stroked run-scoring 
singles in a three-run inth 
inning that gave New York 
Golfer 
wants 
second 
TOLEDO, Ohio tAP) --  
Andy North realizes his 
chances of becoming the 
first golfer in 2s years to win 
back-to-back United States 
Open titles are improbable, 
if not impossible. 
"But who knows, I like to 
think I can or l wouldn't he 
here," North said after a 
practice-round Tuesday on 
the Inverness Club layout, 
site of the Open for the fourth 
time. 
Ben Hogan, in 1950-51, was 
the last to capture .con- 
secutive Opens. The only 
others in tbe 79 years of 
North America's premier' 
golf tournament were Willie 
Anderson (1903-04-05), John 
McDermott (1911-12),and. 
Bobby Jones (1929-39).. 
North, 29, does. not ,,raak~ 
with the favorites . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
Passes made for 
PARIS tAP) -- The pro Babies and spouses the number of babies has • 
teunll tour, once a abounded here last week been so marked that 
~ollectlon of unmarried during the French Open, many pro tournaments 
players and men tray. where Bjorn Borg took now provide players with 
ellingwlthouttheirwives, the men's crown on Sun- child care. A few even treal-born quarterback gave way to Dattilio. 
has becoming "a family day with the moral have full-time nursery Gerry Dattllio threw two 
affair. Several spouses support of his fiancee, staffs, second-half" 
travel on tour now and a Romania's Mariana "One of the biggest passes to wide receiver Bob 
haby;~:.~.tU;~dar~.w.ay,-...,..Sir~, lonescu, who demands on the pro tour Gaddis Tuesday night to 
"It,¢~::[~f~'~[~e:,~il}'drt.~,:,i!.r. cu~'enfly plays on the this year is. for more. bring..tMontrea.l i AI0tlet~es 
eiroultltusedt~l~g-~l~id women's tour. Theyareto nurseries," said Mayer. back fi'om(a i0:6 halt!me. 
Sandy Mayer, who be married this summer.' "There have been tennis deficit and allow them to '  
travels with his wife They have travelled babies in the past, but defeat Ottawa Rough Riders 
Llbby ' and their six- together for a few years. "unless it has just been a ' 36-20 in the first Canadian 
month-old daughter. "-I ' During the two-week lot of mistakes, this time Football League exhibition 
guess that people found, tournament, Brian it has really snowballed." game for each club this 
out stress and loneliness Gottfried was seen as Mayer , said the season. 
came right along with the frequently with his new tremendous increase in 
independence." baby as with his rackets• prize money and pass 
"Everybody's doing Jimmy Conners said he promotional inco~e for third quarterended and then 
It," agreed Chris Evert willskip Wimbledon if his the players had made a caught a 35-yard strike late 
Lloyd, who recently wife, Patti, appears to be big difference in' in the fourth. Cats, in the second. 
married British player ready to deliver their first lifestyles. 
John Lloyd. "It's a funny child. ' "There were a lot ofl Calcagni from the Univer- 
part of human nature Arthur Ashe's faulty marriages where sity of Arkansas, who 
where things seem to photographer wife, the wives and kids had to replaced veteran Joe Barnes 
group together like that. Jeanne Moutoussamy, stay at home because three minutes before the 
First lt was a lot of single held an exhibition of her there wasn't enough half, was at the helm when 
players getting married, work during the tour- money," he said. "That's running back Woodrow 
aRdnOw it's babies." nnment, all changed now." Bennett dived in for a third- 
Marjorie Smith, 28- Before winning the As for the husbands of quarter touchdown and then 
year-old wife of Stan women's crown Saturday, the women players, a ran the ball 19 years himself 
Smith and a former pro Lloyd sat in the players' quick survey showed that for another Montreal major 
player herself, travels to lounge and pointed to a few travel with their later in the quarter. 
tournaments with their corner where two blond, wives. It was shortly after his 
ninemonth-old baby. gurgling babies were sur- Two exceptions are 
"Llfeontheroadhaslts rounded by admiring Margaret Court and 
pluses and minuses," said tennis tars. Evonne Goolagong. Terrace & District 
, Mrs, Smith. "But It sure "It's just, like a nur- Cawley, whose husbands 
beats watching Stun on sery," she said, laughing, do come along and bring MINOR HOCKEY REGISTRAT ION 
television." . Indeed, the increase in their children as well. , 
Sat,, June 16, 1979 
CLARENCE MICHIEL SCHOOL GYM 
Anderson replacing Moss from t P.M. -4 P.M. , Fees.this year are: Bugs --  S45.00, All Others --  $50.00 
Family of three or more --  $120.00 . . 
D~-TROIT (AP)  - Lea had handle many of them Anderson played tO years Boyswlshlng to play hockey In 1979.80must register'at 
Moss w/m fired as manager before, in the minors and a single this time. ~
Detroit Tigers Tuesday The players aw him as a season,. 1959, in the majors 
and replaced by Sparky taskmaster, but there had with the Philadelphia 
Anderson, who led Cin- not been a hint that Moss's Phillies. The former second 
cimmti Reds to glory~ job was in jeopardy, baseman played four 
The Tigers were in'fifth Anderson's firing by seasons with the old Toronto 
place in the American Cincinnati last November Maple Leafs (1960-63)and 
League East Division with a stunned the baseball,world, managed the International 
~'/-26 won-lest record and a for he was the winningest League team to a fifth-place 
,509 percentage, eight games manager in the majors, 863- finish in 1964. 
behind Baltimore Orioles, 586 for a .596 record. His Campbell said Anderson, 
when Moss, in hie rookie Reds had won five divisional 45, has agreed to a five-year 
Naaon, was dismissed, titles, four National League contract and that Moss, 54, 
"This change is dictated pennants and two World will be paid off for the 
by the circumstances. I Series. balance of his one-year 
regret hat hin@ just did not agreement. 
work out with Lea, who This year, he has spent his Moss will have a place in 
~rnedhiachancetomanoge time in promotional ac. the Detroit organization, "if 
lathe major leagues," said tie!ties for the baseball he wants one," Campbell 
J im Campbell ,  Tigers commissioner and as a said. No specifics have been 
presldeQt and general television commentator, worked out. 
manager. 
Third.base coach Dick 
Tracewskl will act as 
manager for home games 
, . , , , o .= . . , , . . . , . .  Sports Briefs Mariners until Anderson can 
arrive from his home in 
Thousand Oaks, Calif., to 
take over against Seattle 
Thursday night, ' WAIVES SUSPENSIONS Tuesday ~uzd 97 players 
Moss spent 11 years In the suspended for between one 
minors, winning three BERN, Switzerland (AP) andthree matches have had 
peonants andnever finishing --  The European Union of their sentences withdrawn, 
lower than third. Football Associations has while suspensions for six 
The Tiger brass brought waived the suspensions of .games have been reduced to 
him up from EveMvllle to scores of soccer players in a four and those for three 
replace the retiring Ralph general amnesty te ma'rk the games to one. The new ruling 
Houk, They figured Moss organization's 25th an- affects players suspended 
wu Just the man to load the niversary this' month. A from both European and 
young players becatme he UEFA statement released national participation. 
Yankees a 4-1 victory over run ninth inning thai rallied 
Minnesota Twins behind the Texas ,,Rangers. to a 7-6 
four.hit .pitching of Run victory over. Milwaukee 
Guidry and Ran Davis. Brewers. • 
Rusty Staub knocked in Junior ~loore and Chet 
.three runs with a homer and Lemon hit two.run singles in 
a double and rookie Pat a seven-run second inning to 
Underwood won for 'the lead Chicago White Sex tale 
second time in  as (roapy 12-4 'triumph that snapped 
major league, :. starts- Baltiinore Orioles' six-game 
.asDetroit T igers , , , ro~l~ ~l~lng streak, .... 
Oakland A's 9,2. ., : ~,., ,' Al' Cov/~ns's acrifice, fly 
seared George Brett in the 
seattle M~/finers scoi'ed tOth inning ~nd lifted Ka~aa 
three runs in the first inning City Royals o~'er Beaten Red 
and coasted to a 6-1 victory Sex, 7.6. A two~oqt, two-run 
over Toronto Blue Jays homerbyTobyHarrahinthe 
behind Glenn Abbott's ix-hit bottom of the ~iinth inning 
pitching. " tied the game and Andre 
Buddy Bell, who had Thornton's two-out single 
driven in two earlier 'runs drove in Bobbb~, Bonds, 
with a homer and single, giving the.Cleveland Indians 
drilled a tiebt'eaking,'bsses- an 11-]0 victory over 
loaded single to cap a three- California Apgels. 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
" East 
W k Pot. GBL 
B~ltlmore ' 38 22 .633 - -  
Boston 36. 22 ,621 1 
New York 33 27 .550 5 
Milwaukee 32 29 ,52S .6a/~ 
Detroit 28 26 ,$19 9 
Cleveland 28 30 .4~1 9 
Toronto 17, 44 .279 21V~ 
Welt • • 
California • 36 2S',$90 
Texas :32 .27 .S42 3 
Kansas City 33. .26  ,541 3 
MIr~esota 30 27:526 • 
Chicago 29"30 ,492 6 
Seattle 25 37 A03 11V~ 
Oakland 19 42 .3t7 17 
Tuesday R~isults 
Seattle 5 Toronto I' 
• Cleveland 11 California 10 
Detroit 9'Oakland 2 
Chlcag0 12 Baltimore 4 
New York 4 Mlnnesato I 
Texas 7 MIIwdUkee'6 , 
• KanSas City 7 Boston 6 
TonlgMes Goals 
Californiaat Toronto 2 TN 
Oakland at Clavel, and N 
,Seattle at Detr~tt N 
Baltimore at Chlca0o N 
fNe~',York at Minnesota N 
Boston at Kansas City N • 
Milwaukee at Texas N 
their comeback iIii " SPORTS 
Thuf lday Gamas' 
Callfornla at Toronto N 
Oakland at Cleveland N 
Seattle at Detroit N 
New York at Minnesota N. 
Milwaukee at Texas N 
NATIONAL LEAgue.  
Bast 
w L p~,Get. 
St. Louis "32 21 ,d04 - -  
Montreal 31 22 .595 ,1 
Philadelphia 32 27 .542 3 
Pittsburgh 28 25 ,526. 4 
Chicago • 25 26:472 7 
New York 23 32 .415 10 
Welt 
Houston 36 27 ,571 . -  
Cincinnati . 33 2t ,550 Ws 
Sen Francisco 29 31 ,483 ..5~ 
Los Angeles 26 34 ,452 7V~ 
Sen Diego 27 35' .4,15. lPh 
Atlanta 32 37 .373.13 
Tueaday Ralalts 
Philadelphia 4 Ho~ton 0 
New York 12 Cincinnati 6 
Pittsburgh ot Son~Dieao N 
at.Louis at Los Angeles N , 
Chicago at San Francisco N 
• Tonleht'e Games 
Atlanta at Montreal N 
Houston at Philadelphia N 
Cincinnati at New York N 
Pittsburgh at Son Diego N 
st. Louis at Los Angeles N 
Chicago at San Francisco N 
. Reporter -  photographer 
,!IE@UIRED ' 
. ! ; '  ilQq~';,'oN '{ttl,~!~2 t !u14.. nt ,~ .d  n'. ' l  I .~, , ,  t . , ,~  ~t~, |  .,! 
I 
! 
• i 
! 
I 
MON'rREAL(CP) --Man- touchdown that Calcagni 
Veteran place kicker Don 
touchdown Sweet added the other points 
for the Alouettes as he 
kicked field goals of 23 and 20 
y ard~ ~in the:first an~ s ec0~ ~d, 
cdn~,erted all four touch- 
downs and kicked two sin- 
gles Of 84 and 41 yards in the 
dying minutes of the game. 
The Riders used two 
veteran  quar terbacks  
Gaddis caught a 28-yard Condredge Holloway in the 
from Dattllio as the first half and J immy Jones, 
a former Alouette and 
member of Hamilton Tiger- 
Rookie quarterback Ran . Butneither could generate 
by the Daily Herald 
a great deal of scoring 
punch. 
• Defe~ive halfback Peter 
Crepin scored the Riders 
only major of the first half 
when he intercepted a pass 
by Barnes and ran it 55 yards 
down the sidelines. 
Gerry Organ, making a 
comeback with the Riders 
after a year's absence, con 
erted the touchdown and 
Th is  is an  oppor tun i ty  for  a young man or  woman who knows  
1he local  sports scene to become a repor ter .photographer .  A 
knowledge  of local  sports is essent ia l  and the ambi t ion  to cover  
local sports and learn the desk work  invo lved in ed i t ing  and  
lay ing  out  pages.  
A dr iver ' s  l icence a nd t ranspor ta t ion  is requ i red .  Sa la ry  to be 
determined  by prev ious  exper ience .  App ly  a t  the Da i ly  Hera ld  
a f te r  noon . . : ,  .] 
• We've helped nearly 200 
B.C. f irms with.forgivable loans . 
averaging $18,000. 
CAN.  'WE 
H E L P  Y O U ?  , .... 
If your present or planned small 
enterprise: 
1. is involved in manufacturing or .  
processing .or related repair and 
maintenance activities: 
2. is located outside the Lower 
Mainland and Greater Victoria area: 
3. has annual sales of less than 
$500,000: you may qu'allfy for this 
special assistance. / 
Our business is helping you! We provide 
mterest free forgivable loans for the 
purchase of fixed assets to help start new 
businesses, or to expand or modernize 
existing tac,lities. These loans are 
provided by the joint federal-provincial 
Assistance to Small Enterprise Program 
(ASEP) to promote economic 
development in British Columbia• 
Nearly 200 firms have already taken 
advantage of the ASEP program - -  
perhaps you can too. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -~  . . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• • To'find out, just mail this coupon. We 71send you : 
your copy of the "Assistance to Small Enter- 
prise Program': guidelines, Do it toda~ And 
let's get gro~,,,~ qether, 
I.D.S.A, GUIOEUNSa 
. . . . . . .  ..~: .......... C O Ministry ol Economic Development 
Parliament Bui ld ings  
~=t~ fo VictOria, British Columbia vav  1X4 sm~ F..nam~o 
NAME 
• .  ADDRESS 
4¢ I' 
a* .:. , ' " ! / '  l 
- - -  POSTAL CODE ' ' . j , . . . , :  ,. .................................. . . . :  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . -  J' 
Provinceof i ~ i i  ~ Reg iona l  I~xpans ion  ~ British Columbia 
~.~,,,~t,,, , t , Economic  Economlque  
I,,,.,m., D~.~.,,r~q,ml,.I Expans ion Rdglona le  ' 
" V,• 
''•:. L 
i 
va rysam 
prom ng ... 
HAMILTQN (CP) - -  Both with new ,quarterbacks, 
Toronto Argonauts and .A.qins head coach Forrest 
Hamilton Tiger-cots hay~ ' ~G~ has designated Ton.y.i 
made ~life interesting for: .klams, a.Nat l~! Footban 
each Other* in recent ', League veteran, his Starter. 
Canadian. Football League . Adams's backup will be 
M o n ~ .  I : . .,. , . . .  
:~ Followers of both. Eastern 
'CSdferenee, clu~s, could 
depend On the: inter-city 
i'lv:alry sh~iping up for a 
season-ending battle to  
decide third place and a tem- 
porw in the 
~ason roimo. 
.The Tlcats, with head 
coach John Payne in'his first 
veining, camp, have. few 
roster names around that 
Started .last season with .the 
Mark Jackson, who saw 
limited action with Montreal 
Nouettes acouple of seasons 
back but was out of football 
last year . . . . '  
Payne, on the other hnnd; 
has declded-- at least for the 
present-- togo with a couple 
of untested signal callers. 
Rockte Eddie Smith from 
Michigan State will start 
against the Argos and Dave 
Marler, from Miaslssinnl 
State, in reserve alone wm 
Club. Even million-dollar 
~ .back',Jimmy Ed, 
wards has departed, a victim 
~'. Payne's shape-up policies. 
:, On the other band, there's 
been a wholesale front office 
~mnge and ~ew ownership 
~n Toronto and the word out 
of Guelph, where the Argos 
c0nduct~d their pro-season 
tr~ifulng camp, is that here's 
a Winning attitude for- 
mulated by off-season 
acq~silloos from winning 
teams. 
Craig Nagel, a torme:  
Purdue standout who has 
failed to crack an NFL rester 
in three years of trying. 
.Gregg hopes for a good 
deal more offence oht of 
running bank Terry Metoaff 
than. The Franchise 
produced last year when the 
former NFL star with St, 
Louis Cardinals ran behind 
an anemie offensive line. 
Fullback Mark 
Brngngnolo provided most'of 
Meteaif'o blocking tn 1978, 
Now . these' staunch but the thirdyear Canadian 
E~teru Conference rivals was a late arrivaV at camp 
get an opportunity to put "because ofa contract dispute 
what's been.noted in theory and is expected to play 
on paper into practice on the behind import Brian Duncan 
field tonight at Iver Wymle tonight. , 
Stadium. .. Hamilton's running ame 
i:And while most positions is a question mark. Payue is 
are set for next inonth's going to give speedster 
season openers, tonight's Johnny (Ham) Jones, the 
game will give the coaches only import running back in 
~p le  opportunity o' shore eanip, a good look in the 
. any =. remaining Argo game befere deciding if
waRm,eases, he'll Imve to look elsewhere 
There 'are enough new 
faces in the lineups that fans 
willter~ele a program to 
who's who. 
' Both clubs are stocked 
for outside' speed he'll need 
to supplement the power 
running Of veterans Nell 
Lumsden and Bill Harrison 
~ong, with rookie Jim Reid. 
NEWCOMER 
OK B Y LOPES 
CHICAGO (AP) -- and swiped 63 bases in 
Davey Lopes, usually 
noted for his speed on the 
base paths, says he's as 
puzzled as anyone else 
about he sudden burst of 
power which has put him 
'among the Natieaal 
!!ii!Lnague's leading home 
" : i~ hitters. 
But the Los Angeles 
Dodgers econd baseman 
says he'e not really 
searching for answers. 
He's content with 
whatever i t  is that's 
gotten into his bat, 
' ' Tve  tried to grasp 
some of the intangibles 
that might pinpoint he 
olumge," said Lopes, who 
has hit lS home runs in his 
last 28 games to move 
within one of his career 
high of 17 last season. 
"But I can't really ex- 
plain it as one or two 
th i~8."  
His 16 home runs on the. 
season have also pushed 
him into third place 
among NL leaders behiud 
Dave Kingman and Mike 
Schmidt, who've hit 19 
and 17, respectively. 
"I 'm very surprised 
that I'm hitt ing with 
power so consistently," 
Lopes said. "I've always 
Mt the ball hard, but the 
difference this year has 
been that I'm getting 
trajectory. As a result, 
I'm hitting the hall out of 
:the ballpark." 
., "What you've done in 
the pant has nothing to do 
with things like this," 
Lopes said pushing aside 
arguments hat he possi- 
bly is making the tran- 
~formation i to a power 
hitter. "Every player 
goes through different 
cycles at certain stages of 
his career. Whether this 
is the way I'm going to hit 
from now on, I don't 
know." 
Lopes, who stole a 
careerhlgh 77 bases in 
1975, says there is only a 
slight correlation be- 
tween the steady increase 
in the number of home 
runs he's hit the last three 
seasons and a gradual 
drop off in stolen bases. 
The Dodgers captain 
whacked four home runs 
i 
1976, climbed to IX 
homers with only 47 
stolen bases in 1977 and 
last season, which he 
considers his finest over- 
all, belted 17 home runs 
wlfli 58 Rill and 4S steals, 
"Hitting florae ~na is 
notwhnt I'm here for. But 
if a team has a lead-off 
man who can maintain a 
good on-buse percentage 
and hit home russ too, 
then they're going to be 
that much of a better 
team," said Lopes. "I 
don't have my on.base 
statistics, but I •don't 
think anybody can 
complain. •. 
"My stolen bases have 
• declined; but only 
because I want *.hem to," 
said Lopes, who, heading 
into 'the current season, 
bad 331 career steals in 
403 attempts for a-321 
percentage, the all-time 
best in baseball. "Any 
time a guy is hitting home 
runs, it's going .to cut 
down on his stolen bases 
because he's not going to 
be in a situation to steal 
as often." 
The 33.year-old "Lopes 
added, . however, that 
there is an even deeper 
reasonfor his diminished 
theft rate, ' : 
" I  don't need to steal 
every time I get'on base. 
You don't hear people 
talking * about the 
Dodgers' Speed, defence 
and pitching any more. 
It's the Dodgers' power; I 
steal when the t~m 
needs a stolen base. I 
don't run . just " to be 
running," 
Lopes has stolen 18 
bases in 21 attempts this 
season. Dodgers manager 
Tommy Laserda is 
pleased with the figures 
and said if anybody thinks 
Lopes's over all game has 
been hurt because be's 
hitting more home runs, 
he's wrong. . 
The object of the game 
• is to score runs. It's a lot 
easier to score if he hits 
the ball out of the park 
than it is to get a single, 
steal a base and get 
somebody to drive him 
in" said Lasorda. , 
I 
I 
HOCKEY 
REGISTRATION 
The annual spring registration for next  
season's minor hockey for boys here In Terrace 
takes place Saturday, from I p,m~ to 4 p,m. at 
aarenee Michiel school in  Terrace. 
Because the cost of ice rental has gone up, it's 
going to cost more for youngsters toplay in 1979- 
SO, however. 
Last year the' fees were $35 for 7 and g-year- 
olds, M0 for all other ages, and $100 for families 
of three or more chldren. This year the youngest 
group costs $45 while the older group costs $50. 
Families of three or more will pay a fiat $120. 
Parents or another adult must register the 
idayer, proof of age is required and a social 
insurance number if the youngster has one. 
President Bernie Solder said they had to raise 
the price because the arena ice rental "has taken 
quite a jump." Solder pointed Out that Terrace 
still has one of the lowest minor hockey fees in • 
the province. 
He also said that parents should make a 
determined ffort o register at this time, as "we 
cannot guarantee a boy will be accepted for next 
season if parents leave registration until Sep- 
tember." 
Solder said there's a good chance that minor 
hockey will.have toput a limit en the number of 
registrations, and if parents miss Saturday's 
registration, they could end up with an unhappy 
youngster next fall. 
I 
Sabres said offering 
Neilson coaching job 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) -- 
Buffalo Sabres have offered 
Roger Neilson the job of 
head coach, aspokesman for 
the NaUonnl Hockey League 
team said Tuesday.. 
Nelison, coach of Toronto 
Maple Leafs the last two sea- 
sons; confirmed he had 
received the offer when 
reached in Montreal, where 
he  was attending NHL 
meetings. However, he said 
he had made no decision 
regarding the offer. 
The Sabres "fired coach 
Marcel Pronovost and 
geneml •manager Punch 
imlaeh last Dec. 5 after the 
Sabres played listlessly for 
several weeks. Former scout 
.' Billy Inglis was hired as 
interina coach and the club 
finished with a rush, but was 
knocked out of the playoffs in 
the preliminary ound. 
The offer to the 44-ysar-old 
Neilaon came the day after 
Buffalo hired former 
Montreal Canadians coach. 
Scotty Bowman as its 
general manager. 
.'I met with Scotty and he 
offered me the job," Neilson 
said. '°I told him I would 
.have. to think it over and 
would let him know by the 
end of the week. We wanted 
to make sure we were 
Straight on coaching, phi- 
lesophy." 
NellSon said he has als0 
had discussions with Boston 
Bruins, who recently lost 
coach Don Cherry to 
Colorado Rockies, and was 
considering another year 
• with the Maple Leafs. 
Last winter, Toronto 
owner Harold Balisrd fired 
Netlson but rehired him 
three days later because of 
backlash from players and 
fans. However, his contract' 
with the Leafs ran out last 
month and he is free to 
negotiate with any club. 
The future of both Inglis 
and JohnAnderson, who took 
oyer last season as'general 
manager with the firing of 
Imlach, remalm up in the 
all 
Anderson, who was the 
team's  player personnel 
director before last year's 
firingea said Bowman had 
offered him the position of 
assistant general manager 
and that he was considering 
it. 
Inglla's contract expired 
last month, but he says he 
has a verbal agreement with 
Knox to coach through June 
30, 1980. 
Meanwhile, Buffalo 
players greeted the hiring of 
Bowman with excitement. 
"I couldn't believe it," 
said team captain Danny 
Gare. "I didn't think thby' 
would ever get him. It's 
great news for the Sabres. I 
never thought he would leave 
Montreal." " 
' Gore played for Bowman 
on the 1976 Team Canada 
club. , , 
He sympathized with 
Inglis, but sa id most 
members ofthe team believe 
Bowman can lead them to 
the Stanley Cup. 
Sports 
Briefs 
FEE'NEY IN tio.~rrrAI. 
• SAN FRANCISCO ,APt - 
Chub Feeney, president .of 
baseball's National' League. 
was listed, in satisfactory 
cot/dittos Tuesday after a 
roundsi . 
mild heai't a.ttack Sunday: tea,m~had's~vernl:,dedls'a~r - 
Feeney:58. remained under ranged with established 
intenswe care. and ' a clubs, however, togive both 
spokesman for St. Mary's sides 0mething ofwhat hey 
hospital said he. would wanted. The Jets were 
remum m the hospital for a reported ready to take 
week to It(lays. Feeney was forward Peter Marsh back 
strickenwhde here toattend from Montreal Caoadiens 
the high school graduation of after he was reclaimed by 
his daughter "he NHL club from Winnipeg 
('UP I)RA~S IN .It I.Y l)ut then'left off Montreal's 
BERN. Sw~tz,,rland protected list. 
~Reuter, The draws fqr Each of the 17 established 
the first rounds of the three NHL teams could protect 
main European club soccer two goaltenders and 15 other 
competitions the players. Some had one or two 
European Cup. t'up-Winners additional spots on their 
Cup and European Football protected lists because of 
Union,UEFA,Cup willbe having lost players to the 
made in Zurich onJuly I0. former WHA teams' two- 
the I. 'EFA, ::nn,unced and-two priority selection 
LTUesday lists. 
IIUNT WINS A(;AIN. A maximum of 68 Players 
JOHANNESBL'RG ' were up for grabs, with none 
t Reuter, - World champmn of the old clubs liable to lose 
Geoff llunt of Australia won more than four players. 
his sixth consecutive South The strategy of the new 
AfriCa ()pen squash title {earns may have been 
Monday nigh), deleating, summed up best by the 
South African N, t l(oland venerable Gordie H0~ve, an 
Watson..t;-9. 9-4. ti.4. 9-5 ~,ctive member of the 
Watson is ranked No ~ m the. Whalers who also is serving 
world, m a front-office capacity. 
• FINN TOPS RAI.I,Y "We don't have any prior- 
AVIEMORE. Scotland ,ties,:' Howe said. "We're 
{Reutert - Pentti Atrikkala strictly looking for talent. 
of Finland won the Scottish "When you look at the 
internatlonal auto rally names and numbers, you 
which ended Tuesday in a have to take the. talent 
torrent ia l  downpour, available, lf he happens to be 
Airikkala's Cbevette fin- a goaltender and you need 
ished the 1,750-kilometre help on defence, turnhim 
rally with a margin of 5~,,~ into a defenceman." 
minutes in penalties over Apart from draft selec. 
runner-up Malcolm Wilson of tions, the big guessing ame 
Britain, driving a Ford at an otherwise'uneventful 
Esco?t. Per Eklund of series of NHL housekeeping 
Sweden drove a Triumph meetings was who. will fill 
TR7 to thlrd place, four coaching vacancies -- 
.....~.;.*.... ~:~5~`.~5~.5~:%5:~;~;~;~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ .:.:.:.:.:.:.% ,.;*;.;:; ~:::~:::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
CARRIERS 
WANTED 
TERRACE 
Dutch Valley 
Cedar Crescent Area 
Kofoed Drive 
Thornhlll St. 
Hemlock St. 
Highway i6 West 
Woodland Heights 
North Eby Street 
Willow Creek Road 
for the following areas 
If you are Interested In one of these routes please phone 
635-6357 
, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
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Expansion hits snag 
NMiOoNT RI~ ec~ (yC P~,e~ e~s B~o~s /f M~nrtur~n ~ ya ~ud~;  Gruudman said that, until' un At lan fa  Ftamea 
that time, assistant coach executive. 
Sabres and Toronto Maple Claude Ruel will look after Geaffrina's son Danny has expansion to include Ed- 
monton Oilers, Hartford I.~afs. 
Whalers, Quebec Nordiques Scotty Bowman's 
and Winnipeg Jets ran into a departure Monday from the 
snag Tuesday night which Cnnadlena tojoin Buffalo as 
seriously threatened today's general manager and 
expa.nsinndraft. _ . . .  dtreeto~' of . hockey op. 
• A .mst-nunute t~nns~tity eratlon~ ,has sparked 
mvmvmg one ot t~amonton s speculation about his 
fl.nnncial responsibilities in potential •successors with 
me expanmon agreement Montreal. 
forced emergency eaR- 
ference calla between NHL "We don't have any 
president John Ziegler and d.eadlines for naming a 
the league's expansion coach," said Canadiens 
committee, managing director Irving 
However, after Grundman. "We intend to 
discussions, it 'was resolved name one as soon as 
that while the draft would be • possible, depending on who's 
pliowed to gu on as schoduled available.". . 
at 10 a.m. EDT today, the . 
that end, including during 
, the expansion draft. 
• RueL who coached the' 
Canadiena toa Stanley Cup 
victory in 1968-69 and later 
resigned because of  the 
pressure accompanying the 
job, has said he is available 
as a last resort but that he 
been reclaimed by Montr~l 
from Quebec. 
Others mentioned in 
speculation were" John 
Fergusea, onetime 
C~nadiens. winger who now 
is general manager ~ Winni- 
peg;" former Montreal 
winger Glllea Trembisy, a 
color commentator on doesn't particularly relish 
the prospect d returning be- French-language hockey 
hind the bench as top, man• telecasts; right winger Yvan 
Cournoyer, whose back 
There'were plenty of problems.pose questions 
names circulating as about his playing future; 
possibilities, for the job, formerMontrealsterwlnger 
including that of former Dickte MOore; and ceetlme 
Canadiens right winger forward-defencemanJimmy 
Bernie Ge0ffriou, currently Roberts, 
four new clubs would not 
immediately become full. 
fledged league members. 
"We had hoped that. the 
gran~g of the franchises 
would take place• here in 
Montreal," said Ziegler. 
"However, not  all 'of the 
necessary documents were 
Completed and thus this 
aspect of the expansion has 
heenpostponed." 
John. Short, the Oilers' 
publicity director, said the 
problem was over a $5 
million letter of credit which 
was to have been filed to 
cover the team's first three 
seasons in operation. 
."It was  a misun- 
derstanding by our people, 
that's all,'.' Short said. "We 
needed to supply the NHL 
with a letter of credit for the 
million - -  and we didn't. 
"Our owner, • Peter 
Pocklisgton, will need*a 
couple of days to get the 
letter of credit, but it's no 
problem• "It's more of an 
inconvenience than anything. 
' else." 
• Ear l ie r ,  Oilers • general 
manager Lai'ry Gordon had 
said he was unaware of any 
•problem. 
The league had hoped to 
introduce the governors of 
the new teen, s Tuesday at 
the NHL's annual awards 
lnncheon. That introduction 
never took place because the 
deal had not been settled. 
In today's draft, the order 
• of selectionwill be Wianipeg, 
Edmonton, Hartford and 
Quebec, with the order 
reversing for the second 
round and continuing to 
reverse through subsequent 
Trottier named 
MONTREbL (CP) -- New 
York Islanders centre Bryan 
Trottier picked up the 
heavyweight awards at the 
National Hockey League 
luncheon.Tuesday, receiving 
the Hart Memorial Trophy• 
as most Valuable player and 
the Art Ross Trophy as the 
1978.79 scoring ebempion, 
"I had a small idea, but 
nothing more," Trottler said 
of" his chances of deposing 
two-time winner Guy Lafiour 
of Montreal Canadiens a  the 
MVP in voting by selected 
members ofthe Professional 
Hockey • Writers' 
Association. 
"Close friends or reistiv)t- 
3 who are. involved in some, 
way say something and you ~ 
start thinking about it, but 
not to the degree where you 
hope you win. It's just the 
fact that you know you're in 
the running and you hope for 
the best." 
Trottier earned 134 scoring 
points, made up of 47 goals 
and 87 assists, to beat 
second-place Marcel Dionns 
of Los Angeles Kings by four 
points in the scoring race. 
"It's nice to be up there 
where your talents are ap. 
preciated," said .Trottier of 
the MVP award, which he 
said is something completely 
different from team ac- 
complishmenls such as a 
Stanley Cup victory -- which 
eluded the Islanders after 
they accumulated the mbst 
points of any club during the 
regularseasan.~: ,.:~, ~.l,: 
' "They're two entirely 
different things, You have in 
look at it from the view that 
this is more personal, I
would think. 
"Not going far in the 
playoff9- you're going to 
take a lot of the respon- 
sibility yourself, but you're 
not going to treat it with the recognition they get. But I 
same type of emotion." suppose w 've filled the gap, 
• Left winger Bob Gainey of with the defensive-type 
Montreal Canadieus was an- player being reeogulzed, 
other double winner, taking with the Solke Trophy." 
the Corm Smythe Trophy as As for the playoff MVP 
playoff MVP during the award, Gaiuey said "Serge 
Canadians' fourth con- (gerard) was my pick." Re- 
seeutive Stanley Cup minded that Galley in turn 
triumph and the Frank Scike was SavQrd's.choice, ~ ldt 
Trophy as the league's best : wlage/" noted: "We g~long 
defensive forward, good together, don't m?" 
Other winners were left Potvtn, wbewon.U~,]~orrk 
winger Bob MacMillan of At- for the third time~i/z'f~os- 
compllMuii~nt Idd'~:g~tting 
lasts Flames as Lady Byng 
Memorial Trophy recipient 
.as the most gentlemanly 
player; Islanders defen- 
eeman Denis Potvin, a 
repeat winner of the James 
Norris Memorial Trophy as 
best dofenceman; centre 
Bobby Smith of Minnesota 
North Stars, the Calder Me- 
morial Trophy winner as 
rookie of the year; and Ken 
Dryden and Michel 
Lareeque of the Caondlans, 
Vezina "Trophy winners, as 
any less ~. 
.r "Everybody~ We.Utk:~te the 
recognized,/~ at !their' own 
position, and./d you]~ for- 
tunate nough, tobe,!l~ered 
at it, then it's something you 
don t wants.to, leseihokl ,of. 
Thereform~., everFJ 3~m' I 
think It become~to~w and 
a little more impo~m.tto me 
as an individual. • :)~t~ 
"It's much~.,J~ike..the 
the leading oaltenders• Canadiens winning the 
"Scoring is a big ~r t  of Stanley Cup four times. I'm 
• the game, maybe the most sure it's not any less 
exciting port," said Gainey honorable or exciting to win 
of the glamorous goal i t  again, and I feel very 
scorers. "They deserve the much the same way." 
The C 
Red Cro$ 
\ 
• I 
friends for life 
SPORTS 
Reporter  - photographer 
REQUmED 
by the Daily Herald 
This is an opportunity for a young men o¢ woman who knows 
the local sports scene to become e reporter.photographer. A 
knowledge of local sports is essential and the ambition to cover 
local sports and learn the desk work Involved in editing and 
laying out pages. 
A driver's Ilcenc, and transportation is required. Salary to Im 
determined by previous experience. Apply at the DMly Herald 
after noon. 
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Bicycle day at E.T. Kenny 
°. • 
Photos  
by 
Greg 
Middleton 
~,udges / cbmpare:,notes 
~..,¢] 
• ~, . .  , . . . . . .  ,~).,.~> 
A day to dress up 
.% /." 
o 
'4 A lady looks lovely :i~ 
~, ~=' ~:i 
~ ~ ~ i~ ¸  ~;~,~ ~:~ : i~  
. . . .  ;. ~:~ ~f ,~ '~ 
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i ' :i~:.:/~ ~ ! ~ _ ' ~ I  ~~:~~ .' 
t'*- * * - ~i,~. I 
• {~i :  ~i{~~ ] 
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{,q ~' ,~'T~/~ r, =.~,, . . . .  
Ribbons were awarded by the Judges 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ............. : ....... • l l ~  ~~l l l  I~ull~ ~=~;,'~,~l~tm~i~,t,~'~¢~$~,|lltW~ittt Im~@~~"~'~'T '~? 
;:;!i/ ¢ 
I d 
• ~ !~:i ~.:~ ) , '~y~ 
! , ' . :  , .~  ~ . 
i 
=z,:= ~Kr~ ~,t:':~',~ " " 
: !! 
i ) ~ , *,i ~ /:i~; ,~ 
The themes varied 
i ¸  ~ ' / ,3~t  
• ] . 
~.~- -w,  -~  • 
And the band played for the parade 
/ )71  
BUsinesS is/. 
life for :h/m 
~+~RO~O (c~)- some Th, ~,t y" .  w.- l.n, 
pooplo uet uloera. ChrL| Until 197S, he had. to' 
l,o~+ll l e t  hiJ heir, : • mounllf~ u n bookksaper. 
Bloknell Is n commodity - Today; he handles trait so + 
trader who thrive" in the • eotive accounts snd his 
hlahprenoure world of clionis have a total'o(..bet-. 
sometimes ~epeotanular ween$7~0,000 to St mlmon 
~fne or devastating lasses, invested at in)' time. 
• '~verythinl atfants"my -',You have to be either 8 
buainu One way or the. nup~_ anlesm~ or" d" veTy " 
othm',"hesatdsthlsdmket hanl worker m sueceodm 
BacheHalesyStuart Canada this . business," sn~s 
Ltd,, a downtown Tm~onto BlCkneil. 'Tm a wo~ker, 
coinn~Uty firm " m ,, ' " A sood co modify mmlxluakes, a change of . . . . . .  salesman knows all. the ~overcnlen~! o.r0p UUP.DMI, . . . .  ,,.. ,;:. . . .  ,,._ morkets, end there s 
w. r . -  ~,= +.,~rm...... probably fewe~ than two crones n0oding .in here and . , .  ,.....,,. . . . . . .  ~...~ dozen brokers in this country 
..= .-~ .~  ..=v= ~. .= v.'. whe~'m~10rousl~ knowl- 
cmnmodity business in 1968 
after a varsity of Jobs, in- 
eluding comptroller and 
syston~ analyst, " 
the world," edgea51e," +. 
m. d~k !1 covered win By mld.mor~=i Btokneil 
psi~r - -  gold quotas b'om has placed a dozen orders. 
Londan, Zurich and Heel The ~Jor  North American 
KOU~ the lstomt netimatm of 
world • sugar prodnetlon, markets ore open and he 
warehouse stocks of copper nnane the trading actlvity -- 
in New Yerk, cattle race(pro nashinS .quotations and 
a t  the mJor U,S. etreams of paper from 
!to~k3ards, He reads it all. telet~ machines, • 
"Yon have to know the 
Biekneil regularly works 8 santhnant o~ the market. It's 
1S-hour day and some not 8cod enough Just to read 
weckeads, "Uy schedule ia the current re~earoh, You 
roqh on family life, But It'e have toheve afeel for what's 
not a Job, It's much ~ m~e goLngon behind thescenee," 
thsn that. It's such a Does he worry obeut the 
fueinatlng business. That'o invnetment decisions he's 
why l.ntill do it," made? 
The 43-year-aid native of. "Instead of developing 
~.ngland went. Into the uleen, ! Just lost' my hair. 
But yes, I worry about 
whether my Jud~mont Is 
correct, and I feel terrible 
when I make a mistake." 
II 
. MB+ + 
SIGNS 
DEAL 
WITH 
• CHINA. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
l~Mfllsn Bloedel an. 
nounoed 'today it heel 
n~ed l lane.term con-I 
~nct to supply :'anb, n 
mntlsl" anmal volumes I 
of bleached and+ un.I 
blsaehed kraft pulp to the I 
~h~l,e's Republ!o of[ 
The company has sold 
pulp to' Ch l l~  at  Umea 
the l~t SO yasm 
but ti~ pr~ent contract, 
elgned recently, mpm- 
nonis the flrmt com. 
mltment o a continutnil, 
long.term agreement; 
lx'esidant Calvert Hood- 
sen said* 
Knud~nn said that 
Ch~,  wlth its new 
emphasis on increased 
ind~atrlelisation and 
economioe~panalon, hen 
become more open to 
tone.term asreements o
nsnure conUnulng eup. 
~s at competitive 
I ' / 
The Henld, Wldlldly, June 13,1011, PngOO 
Business/hooks fisheries brass , + 
lish~m oeparunect Imlest Donald. Tanoxey, .me noens _ l~o  with ex , were not ~ .  ~ lsfluanco an~ dq~rtum, he 
at lout feur anmor offlmis deputy xgnon.m .ml~t~.x lPerlanc ! In l~d~iN wi~. ~ in the hop~ tl~ uid, 
be""lo"l,g~'- - "  ""T . . . . . .  o-1 "h.l% t--;p-- "mdn--q-'eman-+ ~;"f~J'a~i do--~rtme"--nt h'-u ~.'~a'~m'~H"~d".'- " ~ " J " ' + ~  
.No oneissuP.whetherthe paoplem.~ t~.ea;eway..." • s'w, htohmt, . Bolllvlr Ildd p~v|ta in- Liberals and Progreoive 
neparmresindtoamaworri. .'Tdhamto.ce.map~..|.u.m : duktry is a ol~llm~e for Connrvativan before and 
~me .,~L~.d for .J!m w~row.e,;~__?~,~ ~sa~,  .)t.is.herdto..~ whether~ p~.~ho have w~.  ', dor~ ~ .¢.'~.q .mm- 
Mcurlm, .tO new nansen .mu, ~u~, .nemu?. nemnn~ toe ~lHt~, Will ~ more, mpuono e~vme mrs to~ ~Sn ~ it nor~ mmp 
m L~.~.~. . . .  _ ~ me .ce panu.rm, were afftotala but~theLedu~try time. Also he said the in- 5,rd.worklns publin Nr- 
uu.t me rose ot mo~ .~- nu~jnp s_~.[, mars. m. . . .  grows, the firms will be dustr~ needs people with runts. 
.fl~.am.couldlsnveb.l|f.nom .,,?.avt.0,.uomv..srlares~' . fo r~rt l sa  there, ezpm~m~ ~owlrn~nt. "They feel UuJUtlF 
m me neparrananz wmon ab ",,' *+' +~!~.,am mr~oe. = in.. but not ~m umm." ?be defeat of Um Lllm~ tormd,-om ,aid. 
near.control over ode- LcPnatlOO ml +"+nerlel ' . 
mm~lal fishing o~f the Eut relationo to become the . , .  _ _ _. " 
, ,w . , ,+- . .  M" ,t was Since the virtual ceilal~e and devolopmant , , - -  ,= . ,  ad robbery  suspec 
1974, the fisheries dope- Halfflx, He started with 
mant has assumed a greater l~haries 10 years ~o ~ u 
role with the introduction of economist, . = .  arrested azter skipping out 
treaties and quotas for general ofindustr~ services, OTTAWA (CP) --. A ' The FBI had notified elt~ 3 st a Montreal ekport m 
domestic and foreign left the dopartmant aRer 33 .Ve.rdun..,.~m,,man~lessnd police that a man wee charges of bruk, entorud years ,o beoom, ins. = = of =,  
That role is beins lncreas- ~ ~ !  Newfo=disnd ~ 0111111. 131 ina II milUoninAmerlcan~qx't~ 
: ]naly questioned and .~uter 8 .u~lsy. pcotal ~ . cbeqtm there ~ they had tnveilm obeqtl~ from the 
challenged by.the industry Joshua John, resisned as .ne~harc, nu  .~e.nsr[estad Issued a warrant for Ida main Ottawa postal tar. 
and provincial governments director d the mrketing 20r omen oz ~au seer a ,  arrest. • minol. About $1 mllilm in 
' which think that the policies aorvtoes branch to Join man. ,ca~.~nd n~lan McCombte udd. the onlh and Jewelry wan also 
fashioned by Romeo Nichorean's in North Syd. _u'a.vej~'s cheques In New cheques wen osahed arm' stolen. 
l,eBlane, the former federal nay, N.S. And Lestor Riche, ¥~.  • . . .  . l ,a~Ib was.. released ou He had Just stepped f  an 
minister, are restrlctln8 ctdafofconsarvationintha .Ottawa t.ou~ znepactor '~la,000haflinOttawa, pmtad ~.ut~Air l ln~f l~hth~n 
~hories, oneof the few Newfoundland rqian, was John. MoComme said by a lotttw-anrlchaduncle. Miami. Police in Fort 
growth segments in the LI~..d by FIsharim Product. "tmI~y that Laaeile, M, "A large number d tbem Lauderdele had arrested 
economy. . The departures alan raine KenCampbeil, mnnafforo~ wan.arrested In Verdun ($111.O00~n cheques)turned him two d l~ easier as 
Monnay ~d will he .rctum~. up to Now YQrk Stats...," he charass d IFand tlMt after 
questions ~bout morale the Fisheries Council which to0tlawa toappearm court mid. " amanattemptodtocanhtwo 
within the department and represents the fishing today. Lablto wes mted  May llO0.traveil~a' choquea. 
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BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
I I , I 
J':"E RNmNGS=,, ! I I d R+" M'"  °ncr°'e' S nd' +re"'' T°" +'.° 'n rock, Patio Block.s, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
• JOOK'S EXOAVATING LTD, Cement,'/, Yard ConcreteMlxerevellebloforrent. 
PHONE L15.,W34 , . ,  " El oava ,or JDSOOB I I ~ I ~ $ 1 G H  L ~ '  l WE DELIVER SF . J .H .EADyATURMIxDAYS , .: ", 
Backhoe 4,F.60 . , : . ,- c.mum,onm. , /+' .  
"+4"'+acCkne"' R 'ROUR'Rd  '1 ; ; ; °  m ' ~ : ~ ' ~ ; ; ~ r  :t '11~: - ~  ThornhlII ~. '~,.i Terrace, B.C. ~ ~M' ~ '  ~ ~M' ~M' 1 I 
Box , B,O, PbntOffXrumm Road 
i , : For Insichts I Pi'umblng.Heatlng.CommarclelServlclng I 
~ into Insu*anoo ' I Residential. IndustriaI.Speclellzln9 Gas Fitting I 
' • . and Sheet Metal Shop , ' I 
{~i!:!i*,--Family Protection ' I 
'l,~+:+!.+i--Mortgage Insurance l Charlie Belanger I " i~!/-]- -Business Insurance : I 
' ~-- lncome replacement I' 
' " , " ~ ,dl~i~M--Registere~J Retirement+ Plan~jngi+, . PLUMBIN,~&HEATING, LT ,~.~,  
+----+ Briai,oMonl+:m+ 1 + + . . ~1 + ~+; ,,+ , . urh ,+ ,+, ,~+,  0+ .+ , , , ,  : . j . , ,~ ,. , ~ + 
Bartaco lndUurrtes Ltd., 
correction: dividend in- 
formation released June S 
has been chnnSed to read 
payable July 31, record July 
16, instead of payable June 
~9, record June 15. 
Canedlan Pacific Ltd., ~) 
cents, semi-annual, an l~/- 
crease of 20 cents, July 30, 
record June 26. 
Consumers Dbtrlbutlag 
. Co. Ltd., three cents, Aug. 
15, record July 31. 
Dahnye CMe(ta Ltd., clams 
A, thrce ce.ts; class B, three 
cents; class C, three cents; 
class D, three cents; aH 
semiannual; payable July 5, 
record June 20. 
Hudsou'e Bay 011 ud Gas 
$1.50 pfd,, 37.5 cents, Ang. 15, 
record July 31; 11.50 Jr. pfd., 
37.5 cents, Sept. SO, record 
Aug. 14. 
Northwestern Utilities 
Ltd,, four per cent pM,, $!, 
Aul. x, record July s, 
DOLLAR 
,MONTR~ (e) - u.s. 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT 
Tuesday was down 37-100 at 
$$.1725. Pound sterling was 
Co. Ltd., 50 cents, July U, up 2.96 at 13.4646. 
record June 50; pfd., 62.6 InNewYork, thOCanaclian 
cents, July 15, June 30. dollar was up 1.8 at ;0.85~, 
Nurcen Energy Resources and pound sterling was up 
Ltd., 20 cents, an increase o~ 3.00 at t3.1020. 
TORONTO' (CP) . -  The  Vol~e at  the d~e wos 
Terontoeto0k market was up 3,011,713 shares. 
sharply at the close of active 
trading Tuesday, 
The TSE 300 index rese 
9.64 to 1574.56. 
"Volume was 5.81 millim 
compared with 4..07 millim 
Monday, 
Among Industrta'Is, Nu-' 
West Develpment A rose two 
to ~13, Dome Petroleum 1"/4 
to 181½, International 
B,,,iness Machines 1% to 
an$93~ Indusmln 1½ to 131"/4 
Home Oil B 11/, to me.  
Westburne lnteretlonnl 
In the industrial., Goldole 
Investments A rese .20at 
S4.56 on 7,900 shares and 
A~llem Corp. dropped .04 at 
,S6 on 6,000. Cenadlan 
Javelin Ltd. was unchansed 
at $1.49 on 4,388 shares and 
Dean Development Corp, 
wan down 5.0 at I14.7-8 on 
3,400. Grouse Mountain was 
unchanged at,90 and Proflex 
Ltd~ was unchunsed at .I0. " 
On the resource and 
development board, Liberty 
Petroleums fell ,03 at 11,99 
Re! •, . • 
Business ' A4antd lL i fe  Busmess 
635.9236 The Manufactu re rs  L i fe  Insurance  Company 635-9236. 
EASTS IDE . 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
° OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKOAYS 8-!1 WEEKENDS 9-11 
, 
'4436 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRI[HDLY COHVENIEHCE STORE 
I . . . I 
MR. FIX-IT 
APPLIANOE REPAIRS. 
3781 Paquetto St. Torraoe, B,O, 
Phone 635-9205 
WILFRED HOGUE 
I I 
+ VAH'S o.omwnAcTnms 
~~ . Furn,ture Repair  ' 
~ Restorations, Hope Chests 
:'i~.*.~Custom Mado Furniture Rofinishi~ 
.~j~General Building ConlractinE .. 
-- ~ 636-5585 
' 2610 Knlum St, Terraoe 
I i 
'was down 1% to 146, on 96,900 shares and Rio 
' KecpRlis B 1% to 814, WCI Plata Silver Mines gained ,56 ,' 
Cnneda 1s/4 to $16~, Is+ at $I.01 at 00,S00, Pan 
periul Oil A % to 164~A and Acheron Reoourcne wee up Pro-Tooh Eleotronlos EnBinoerin| 
Inca V, to ~4~, ,03at,26 on 6S,600 eharco and 
l)enison Mines pined W. Nu-Eneriy Development SERVINGTERRACE& KITIMAT 
to tM~, Romon Corp. one to Corp, fell ,IS at 16,80 on 
~II'A, and McXntyre Mines 83,700. North South 
onetoW. Dome Mines lest Rneourceewanup,~atkl.?6 WeServlceAilCommerelal&HomeEntertalnment 
3~ to 144Y4 and Campbell on 83,300 end Pen Arctic Appliances Including Microwave 
Red Lake two to S31V4, Exploration woe down ,10 at ' Warranty Depot 
HuMan Oil and Gas wee up 03.10, • Ikmyo SeundeeilM, Kanwasd, Admiral 
1¥4 to 1351/4, Chieftain On the curb exchenp, Morse EIoctrophonlc 
Development 1 to 1137 and Kerry Mining Ltd. Was up .01 Hammond Certlflud Technician 
Ranger 0il Canada "/4 to at .24 op 58,500 shares and 
$1%, • Tinlty Resources Ameriean Fluorite was down 3356KALUM 635.5134 
dropped 'A to M% and ,0fatlX,87on53,200,Jct-Star 
Pra/rle Oil Royalty ½ to Resmrcee was up .02 at ll,53 
~3½. ' on 44,500 shares and Sibok • -"1 '~'~=~-~, ". 
Mines Ltd, was up ,06 at 31 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  on 33,5OO. Meridian 
Prince.were mixed.in active Resources was up .01 at .56 
trading Tuesday on the end Dorado Reeottrcss wee 
• Vancouver Stock Exchange. unehanaed at ,41, I I 
Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
+ AUTHORIZED 
~ e  SERVICE 
DEPOT 
Phlllps, Megnevox, Zenith 
Ssnyo, To=hiM 
Mon..Sat. -- 9 8.m. • 6 p.m. 
Frlday -- 9 o.m.. 9 p.m. 
• 16~1 l,akels~ 635.4543 
(;I,ACI,ER, 
i, ' ..~ 4418 Legion Avenue 
A :,~" Terrace, e,o' 
• . . ,  
S A Complete  G lass .and  
A luminum Serv ice  
' i ~ l |  
Cleaners  Ltd. 
• ' ' FORTHE BEST IN 
SUEDE AND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Mall 
(Next to Mr, Mikes) 
635-2838 
P.O. Box 534 " PHONE63S.9319 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 465 OR 635-9320 
install & Service Gas, Wood & Off Furnaces 
r , 
M, COCX 
finishing & 
remodelling 
Offices, Custom 
homes, Fireplaces 
& General Carpentry 
636-2369 
6-3916 Mountalnvlew Ave., Terrace.. 
e & A JANITOR SERVIOE 
Rug cleaning by hot water extraction 
2 rooms & hallway - $70 -mml houses 
FREE ESTIMATES 
35-6622 4732 Halliwell 
SMALL APPLIANCES- LAWN MOWERS • 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES- ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
CAll BILL or DALE 
4]84127 or ill.ItS? 
I 
:IIP4S MounMInvtsw 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ion'! IHnl 
.BH AVE. 
I~lONe 6311.14511 TI[RnACe, e,c. 
Cal l  us at 635 .6357 9 to 5 
i I I i II I 
. ! 
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TERRAOE DRUGS LTD. 
3207 Kalum 636-7274 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, TOys, Toys 
,,m i 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertlen. Over 20 words S 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Imertlon. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.20 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 'The Herald reserves the 
Rates available upon right to classify ads under 
request, appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED dotormlne page'locatlon. 
RATE: The Herald reserves the 
22 cents per agate line. right to revise, edit, classify 
Minimum charge $5.00 per or relect any advertisement 
Insertlen. and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum I~ld 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Imtructlons not picked up 
• within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
• Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
wlth!n 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISlNG: .... ;:' 
$3.¢) per.icalumn Inch. 
BUS,N . PERSOHALS, 
$4.00 per;,llne per month. 
On a 4' month basis only. 
~!DEADLINE 
DISPL'~Y: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by 'your Health Unit Staff: 
20c CHILD HEALTH CON- 
mth 3.00 FERENCES: 
year33.00 Held weekly at the Health 
3mthlS.00. Unit every Tuesday from 
6mth25.00 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
year45.00 for an appointment. 
year20.00 Held at. the Thornhll l  
Elementary School on the 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SiJBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1,1978 
Single Copy 
By Carrier 
By Carrier 
By Mall 
ByMall 
By Mall 
Senior Citizen 
British Commonwealth and fourth Friday of every 
Unlted States of Amerlca one month from 1:30-3:30 p.m. 
year 55.00 Please phone for an ap. 
pelntment. 
Box 39% Terrace, B.C. Babysltters who bring 
VaG 2M9 children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
HOME DELIVERY munlzatlon. 
Terrace & District ADULT CLINICS 
Thornhlll & District These are held at the Health 
Phone ¢15.6357 Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant' parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Heid 
on third Monday of every-" 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap- 
BUSINESSES WITH AN vertlser requesting space 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
Service, charge of $5.00 on all to publish an advertisement 
N.S.F..~jJ~aquas. or In the event of an error 
, ~._.,-n-!,h...,: ~,,m ~ ,,..,a.~Pea.r.tpg,,,..,,,.Ip:~:~he.:...:ad.;' 
'WEDDING DESCRIP. Vert,sement as pum.snea 
TIONS: shall be l imited to the 
No charge provided news amount paid by the ad. 
submitted wlthlnone month, vertlser for only one In. 
$5.00 productlen charge for correct Insertion for the 
wedding and-or engagement portion of the odvertlslng 
pictures, News of weddings space occupied by the In- 
(write.ups) received one correct or omitted Hemonly, 
month or more after event .and that there shall be no 
$10.00 charge, with or liability toany event greater 
without picture. Subject to thsn fho amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that dlscrlmlnates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, netlenallty, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the cendltlon Is 
Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
'CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births S.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices ' 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
CDMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox Unlted Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Do you feel you have a 
drlnklng problem? There Is, 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEI~TINGS: 
Mon.  8:30 p .m.  Unlted 
5KEENACENTRE Church. 
Skeena Centre offers to the Men. 8 p.m. - Alanon - 
Senior Citizens of the Skeena'Health Unit. 
Terrace and Thornhlll area Thurs. orSat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
the following services: M~.morlal Hospital. (nc-tfn) 
- Activity Centre for hen- . . . .  
dlcrafts Birthright Office 
Day care for working AlternatlvetoAbortlon 
people. ' 3-4621 Lakels.e - 63S.3907' 
- Drop-ln for compenslonshlp Wednesday I p.m. - 3 p.m. 
& coffee, and 4 p.m. - 5 p.m. or phone 
Monday thru Frlday 8-4. anytime: Lisa 635-3164, 
Transportation available. Carol 635.5136 (nc.ftn) 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.22~. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovatlng. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6314385 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Call Birthright for aP 
alternative to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime, 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial  Hospital 
Auxi l iary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.5320 or 635.$233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635.3023. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening--6:30 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church  
basement, Kltlmat. 
itS  • "L":; 
Terrace Kinsmen Annual GEMINI EXCAVATING Needed ride Into town week- Mature male with dog neod~ ":'" 
• Beergarden Saturday, June LTD. Giant Garage Sale 10 a.m. daysbetween 8:15 and 0:45. boa~dingrocmorsmallmdte ~;; 
30, 1979, 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. (Wee Andrewsl Saturday, June 16, 2147 Live 'on Old .Lakelse near from .Oct. '/9 ti l l .  April 80. .~.;: 
Dance to Disco Music, Ad- Backhoe Work Hemlock, Thornhll l .  (PJ- Apex Red & White. Will pay Preferablywitldnvicinibj' of ,cJ 
mission $2.50 per person, Hourly & Contract 15June) for gas. Phone 638.1753 after vocational school. 'Contact .,,~. 
refreshments ava i lab le .  635;3479 anytime ATTENTI(~NI ~..~ n_m. ~M~.Ctf,,.~m Ke#h Wallace, 2020, High. :~ 
(NC.29June) (AM.6.6.79) view PI., Port Moody, B.C. - : - :  
ATTENTIONI . ~ )  . ~ , , , ;  
Craft Fair In Prince Rupert SKEENA COLORS ATTENTIONI Newteacher to Terrare with ~ '~ 
Sea Fest Week End of June DO you have articles not in • 
W,L~ & one'child wishes to - 23.24-79. Place: Sons of Residential use, too good to throw away 19"/7 Hea~j Hauler Tandem rent 2 or 3 bedroom home, " '  
Norway Hall 119 5th Avenue Commercial Painting and yet not enough to hold a boat ~ailer with or Without pz'eferably ur~undshed. No ~";' 
East. Saturday & Sunday garage Sale? power wi~h.  Designed to pets..Wanted to rent b'om ~-" :~i 
from 12 p.m. to 8 'p.m. In. Phone 63~-!035 The answer to this Is to have 24 foot boat. Phone 635- July let i979 for.at least the .... 
terested people phone 624- (el4) bring your articles to the 4777 (Ctfn.l~L%~) coming school year. Send '~: 
5706 or write 339 5th Avenue Child Development Centre 
West Prince Rupert. Aft: hetweenJune 11and 16and lf76 24-ft. Flberform MP, J~ let~rs to M. Flynn 2798 .,,, 
233 HI ). 2 wiper, rod holden, Up~ands Street Princ ..;  Krlsten Miller (NC-21June) RUPERT STEEL the Ladles Auxil iary of the  . . . . .  " "  
• & Child Development will sell dual h~m,: trim tabs, com- . .e~rge  B.C, V~L 4Y1 or :~:~ 
. Terrace Church of God is SALVAGE LTD. these Items for you with 10 pass galieypaek,~to,et,'8 ft. l~e  563-1893. (Ctb~-28-5-~9) 
opening a private school percent of tho proceed's to go Pid~eer' dinghy; CB & an- t . t l , ,m . . . . . . . . .  ,~ 
called "Terrace Christian Don't know what to do to the Centre. Larger o r .  tenna. 19'/'tHDTrailerflying * ~ 
Academy" beginning SOp. with that pile of scrap tlcles ahould not be brought bridge. Phone 635-4?77. * : I * : 
tember 1979. Grades Kin- iron, odd pieces of brass, before Friday (between 4:30 (effn.~-5-79) _ 
• RETAILOR ' dergarten to grade 12 In. copper ,  a luminum,  and 7 p.m.) Also, 'any Foreale19781Sfootsangeter • ' .... 
elusive. The format used will befferles? We buy small donations for this sale would OFFICE SPACE 
boat. Phone after 6 p.m. 635-; 2' stores; total df 2800 sq. ft;; be the accelerated Christian and large quantifies alik~ be apprec ia ted . . .  2340 or view at 2215 Kalum 
Education. Anyone desiring and are located onSea DATEOFSALE Street after 6 p .m.  (P5. ' COn be separated to 1400 sq; ..~ 
information please ca l l  Cove Rd., Prince Rupert Saturday, June 16at 12 noon 14June) . : ft. areas. In choice locations i~  
Robert L. White at  638-1561 Call us at 624.5639, Nk~n. to 4 p.m. on Lazelle Shopping Centre,': , 
or. write in care of Box '31 through Sat,, 8 a.m, - 5 PLACE 2 men Kyak, paddles, Te~'race, B.C. 635-3576 or 255.. 
Terrace B.C. V8G4A2. (NC- );m. Child Development Centre, I lfelackets, skirting. Ex- 1939 Vancouver.(Ctfn.1-O~79) ,,~: 
30 June) 2510 S. Eby St., Terrace cellent condition. For ap-. 
FOR FURTHER peintmenttovlew phone 638. Warehouse or  manufac .  .... 
The Terrace D;~nce INFORMATION 1378after 5p.m..(CS-19June) turlng space available Im. "~' 
Association will be holding a Contact either Marie Jock.  mediately, 3100 square feet.' :.; Downtown I.O~tlon. phone ' "  
5 day .Summer School on; 6311-1437 or, Betty M(sfeldt 635-7840. (C~-77)  '! ~ 
August 13-17, i979 at the 63549'27 - .  " "  
Northwest Regional College Lost on Olson Ave..1 pair of NOTE: Please return to the The B .C , . ,  Housing For rent ~e Terrace NDP ! ~'~ 
in Terrace. The guest In. s i l ver - f ramed Bi-focal. Chlld DevelopmentCentreat Management Is taking ap- office: Avai~l~|e June ,1 ' , "~ -
structor wl l i  'be Sheila glasses In black slipcase. 4p.m. to plck up elther your pllcationsfor accamodetlon 19'/9, ah'-condiUoned. 4623 .;~; 
Marshall of Victoria,. B.C. Please call 635.4624 after money or articles not sold. at the :'Willows, 3404 Kalum Lakebe Avenue. Phone 635- .:~.. 
polntment. Three classes will be of. 3:30p.m. ~P3.15June) A?.y, artlcles.n°t PJCk.ed~ug~:~ :Street for, b~chelor and 1 2552. (Cti'n-14-5-Tg) . . . .  
PRENATAL BREATHING wnaeTaxanTome:~awarmR~,~; ~'J~'~ro-'m a-- ' rt -en's Arent 
& RELAXING EXERCISES Army. (ps.15J) ~ ~::; i'~" ?~p lement  is ••available Warehousespacewl:lhofflce. ''-~ 
Approximately 1200 sq. ft, .,. : 
Held every Monday af . . . .  : ~. ~ , ; :~ : , '~  • ~ :depending on income, each. $4.00 sq. ft. rental fee. 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
feted; Ballet, Acrobatic and 
Modern Jazz. The fee Is 
$25.00 for the 5 days and 
participants may take one or Garage sale,0t 4706~Ha~er Interested persons over Phone&35.2312. Avallablefor '~'~'- 
all of the classes for the Sports reporter required. Street from io:a,~,',to.2~p~m,, the ag~'of~'55 ~k.Slhgl'e •per.' occupancy Ju y 31, 1979. 
Held every Monday at 3:30 same fee. Registrations will Mu~t have knowledge of Saturday, June 16, 1979. (C4. sons in RECEIPT ()F~GAIN ~(e21.29J) ~cc 
be taken until June 15, 1979 local sports and be able to 1S June) ~ or by appointment. 
SANITATION and forms can be obtained demonstrate writing • skills, for the handlcapped may "-== 
obtain applications a t  No. Warehouse space and or ' "  
The public health InspeCtors by phoning Elleen Kennedy Salary dependent on ex. Garage sale at 4720 Tuck 103.3404 Kalum Street,/ manufactur ing  space ~ 
are now situated in Eby at 635.3042 or Donna Grat at perlence. Apply In person at Ave. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Terrace, B.C. or by mall to: available immediately, /my : "  
Street. They will be pleased 635-6674. (NC.13Mune) the Dally Herald after noon. on saturday, June 16th, 1979. P.O. Box 310 Prince Rupert, size from U00 to 25,000 square . . . .  
to assist with any sanitation INC-ffn) (CJ.1SJune) B.C. 'VOJ 3P9. Phone feet. Reesouabie rent. ~'~', 
problems. BIRTHRIGHT WANTED . . • ~" " 
SPEECH AND HEARING Part time graduate nurse or ~ inquiries collect to 627.7501. Phone: 635-$231 . . . . .  ;., 
CLINIC On Saturday, June 16, at 11 registered nurse tocomplete .. I I : 
Held at 4612 Grleg Avenue. a.m., the  Mayor and Mrs. paramedleal examinations ...- 
~r lnGJes ts  .will be done.by, ¢~Aa~0ne~itNjJ ;~,i~qtats~t ~.~or~ ns'UPan~e purl~0Ses:jq *.'. ..... r~ :, ~ , . 
~erra l . . t rom tbmlly doctor~,* ribbon cuttlng, caremony.~to, ~'errace "J( "a r~ ' :  ~ar  ~ Y~mmha pnH,'.~ '~  
or cemmunlty health nurse, mark the official opening of required. Apply Box 34158; =,,,~,,= ,,,,,,,~ ~, ,~; , , , ,  
638-1155. 1he Terrace chapter of Station D, Vancouver B.C. Sl",~B~."~P~hone~'638'.i~;~: . 
LONG TERM CARE Birthright. An open house V6J 4N1. (c3-13J) after 5 p.m. (stfn-tfn) 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle will follow, until 4 p.m. We 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. Invite you to come and have Person with own equlpm. 
Assessment and planning for , a look and enloy a cup of meat to cut, rake, and bale For Sale: 1978. 650 Yamaha 
those eligible for Long Term coffee. The address Is No. 3- approximately 4 acres of Special. Extended front end, 
Care. 4621 Lakelse (upstairs). hay. 635.9258. (Ctfn.01.06-79) custom seat. Immaculate 
condition. Must be seen to be 
AID TO HANDICAPPED (NC.15June) Par t . t ime Secretary ,  .appreciated.Phone635.5855. 
Office at No. 205.4721 . 
receptionist for 10 weeks (p3.13J) heating. Located on quiet ] lightly treed residential .... 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. Showing at the Kit imat commencing June25th, 1979. street off Graham Ave. Near building lot. With water on ;:?,. 
Assessrnent and guidance Museum all through May Ideal pos i t ion for Ex- For sale 1973 750 Kawasaki. elementary schools and Kirby Street In Thornhlll. ,~ 
for vocational and social and June is a display [rom Secretary. 6 ;to 8 hour day. triple. Good condition. Phone hospital. Large lot 100'x6#. Financing available for right ,~;': rehabil i tat ion done by the Museum of Natural 
¢onsultant. Sciences about a living fossil Monday to Friday. Phone 632.3440. (PS.19June) For Information phone 635. person. Asking $6500.00 firm. 
fish, the Coelacanth. '['he fish 635.7163. (PJ-1SJune) 2814.. (c3-13J) Phone 638.1036. (PS.lgJune) ,.,-.f 
Kltlmat A.A. Construc~.'~on ~was caught at the African Challenglng Position For sale by owner1280 sq. ff. '~'~' 
Groupln Kltlmat: telephc;ne shore in 1938. (NC-29June) Manager Steno for The Bank 3 bedroom home. Nice kit- "~;::~ 
632-3713. 
MEETINGS: Terrace Little Theatre of Montreal. Requirements: chert & dining area. 2 fire !.'.'~ 
Grade 12, 1-2 years ex- For sale: 1 baby dressing places one up one down In "1" 
Monday • Step Meetings. Summer Schoolpf Children's perlence or Business table, l baby rocking chair, 1 large finished rec. room. For sale Licensed ..... 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. Drama. ,.,. 
Wednesdays Closed This summer school starts diploma. 50 W.P.M., die. baby earwing chair, Al l] ike Double dr iveway..  Fully restaurant. Seats 150 people . . . .  
taphone prefered. Mature, new. Phone 635-43?7. (NC- landscaped yard front & In thegrowlngcommunlty of ";':~. Meetings 8:30 p.m. United July 9th and is open to 
Church. students 8-14 years of age. pleasing personality, able to Staff-Ctfn) back with fully fenced back Stewart. Dining & dancing c,~ 
Fridays-Open Meetings8:30 There will be three 2 week meet the public. Phone yard & storage shod. Stove, facllltlse. Beat the rush. .=: 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, sessions. Cost Is $20 per Leslie 638.1131 for ap. Wanted: Someone to ac- frldge & drapes Included. ~pply now by phonlng 636- ; ;~ 
)ointment. (C4-1SJune) company on drive to Vernon Asking price $62,000. Can be 2324. (C5.19June) Kltlmat General Hospital• session. , .~;~. 
AI-AnonMeetlngs'-Tuesday; Reglstrbtlon- 10 a.m. to 2 around the 10th of July. seen at 4716 Halllwell or : : .  
- 8:00 p.m. United Church '~ p.m., July 3-6 at Terrace LOCAL ESTABLISHED Phone 635.4482. (c5.15J) phone" 635-2469 for ap- ~.. 
(nc) LlffleTheatre Bullldlng. You CONTRACTING polntment to view. In- . .... 
. may pre.reglster by phoning COMPANY For sale 20 Inch color T.V. terested parties only. (P10- COMING EVENTS 63s.20. requires an accounts Excellent condition, $299,00. )4June) 1974,Chevl St. Wagon. Auto, '_,::: 
P.S., I P,B,, roof rack, trailer ,,, - 
or payable person. Ap. Thomas Organ with am- For Sale by Owner: 3 bdrm. hltch~350V8, Exc. condition . . . . .  
635-9717 pllcant must be mature, pllfler. New Chrome & vinyl house. Close to schools.' No rust. 48,000 miles. $2800 
The Kitimat Museum shows [nc-GJ) responsible, have con- arm chair.~. 4 foot x 3 font 100 200x80 lot, large living room,, OBO~ Phone 632.7267: (cS. E 
during May and atme a rare struction experience and I~r rent wool carpet, $~).00. 26 Inch color TV, frldga, 1S J) ~ 
collection of photographs by"  Terrace Blueback swim a thorough knowledge of 4foot x 3foot oriental style' stove. Owner leaving town. ! ,  , "~ 
pioneer woman Mattie Club Annual General all office procedures, carpet, $125.00. Phone 635- Take reasonable offer. For lale: 'i"977 Honda ciVIC 
Gtmterman. Come and share Meeting & Election of Of. Please apply In writing 7686. (PS-14June) ~ Phone 635.4740. (plO.14J) Hateh'beck. Exce l lent  
=_ 
Mattie's refreshing views of ricers Including a complete condition. 20,000 miles. ::;" 
life at Arrow Lake. B.C. Wed. June13,1979 resume to: For sale radial arm saw. 1150sq.ft.3B.R. leghomeon Radio and undercoated. ,.. 
from 1890-1920. Museum Senior Citizens Rm. Box 1195 Phone 6.35.4059. (C4.15June) 5.39 acres. S minutes from Phone 638-8425. (p4.1,U) :::  
hours 12-5, Fr iday 12-8, 8p.m. Terrace Herald town. AsklngiGS,000. Phone .... 
closed Stmday & Monday. Urge all parents & anyone Terrace, B.C. For sale: One Eldel'breek 6 635.7840 for appointment to  1972:240Z Datsun sports car. ~;. 
(NC-29Jtme) Interested In competit ive (Ctfn-01-06.79) pack Manifold with carbs & view. (cffn.2.06#9) ' 
swimming to attend. (nc- linkage. 302 Ford 4.speed T- Well ma'lntalned. New body ;~: 
TOTEM SADDLE CLUB 13J) 10 Borg-Warner. Brand new work, .Only 43,000 mile s. """ 
EVENTS 1979 Suzuki. Rm'. 125. For sale bY owner- with low Asking63800. Phone635.9412. :.,! 
30, FURNITURE sacraflce at $1400. Phone down payment, trailer with , (c5.1SJ) ;'.', 
large addition. Landscaped -.~ 
June 17-Gymkhana. En- ~ APPLIANCES ~e.e327 after 6 p.m.  (PS. lot 80x200 foot, drilled well. 1972 Dodge Dart "Demon" ' 
tries start at 11: 30, events to 18June) '~ - Other bulldlngs, clear title. 340 cu. In. In 4 barrel engine. _~ 
Phone 635.6910 Saturday ~'" begin at 12:30 sharp. 2 repossessed vaccum SPOTCASH Phone 635.5458. (P4-1SJune) between 10 a.m. & 4 p.m. - 
June24.Junlor HorseShow On the spot cash for yore cleaners. Never been used. for 
and Queen Contest. 9 a.m., furniture, appliances, an. Offers. 635-7207. (Cs-13June) Houee tot eale: we]] con- (PS-19June) ..... 
entries avai lable at tlques. We buy and sell Your old furnlturd, guns ~.i: 
Yellowhead Hay and Grain anything of value. Consign - -  - -  - -what have you. We buy struetod, fully flnhthed. 3 
or by phoning 638.1293 after 6 .your car, truck, boat, bikes 31 - sell - swap - trade, bedroom. 1296 8(I. ft.~ 1972 Dodge Demon 340, P.S,i :,'- 
' Franklin flreplaee, Ensuite . P.B.  Phone 635.3973 after S ;"; p.m. Ken of Ken's Studlo wlll or what have you to THE GARAGE SALE  QUEESNWAY ..... 
be there to take photos of NEXT AUCTION SALE, TRADING p lumbing .  F in i shed  p.m. (PJ.15June) . ,,;: 
anyone wishing studio type TERRACE AUCTION 3215 Kalum St. basement with 4th bedroom. 
pictures. Deadline for an- MART, 3233 Apsley, Phone For sale One 65-1HC Model Ph.638.1613 Cloeetoschoo]s--heap[la].4. Forsale21978Trell&etreat '~" 
tries June 20111. Both these 635-51/2. We have the buyers. 1800 Tandem rebuilt motor. ~ettn.25-5-79) yrs. old. For more in - '  legal. Suzuki 100CC low ~- 
events will take place at the Open every day for retail $2500, One 6e Ramber Hard formation please call 635- mileage-Sic)0,00 for the pair. ;',: 
Saddle Club grounds. Into- sales. (Ctfn.6.14.79) Top. runnlng condition.S275. 2819. (P20-14J) Also 1973 Comet GT bucket ::.: seats, )/ery low mileage, nq 
638.1293after 6. (NC.22June) One 73 Ford I/2 ton, 4 speed. m ~ One 74 Dodge colt. Ramber 3 bedroom home. Wall to Radio, consol shift. $3000.00. ~-  
Want to be In a play? & Ford parts. Phone 635. wall carpet. Full basement. Phone 635.7581. (PS.19June) -~: 
Phone 635.2671 after 6 p.m. 1970 Chev Impala 2 door H.T. : ; :  Want to help out backstage? 3566, For rent: boat trai ler,  (P20-1OJuly) 
A cestlng meeting will be Garage Sale June 9th & 16th, handles up to 30 footer. Excellent shape. V-S, P,S., 
held at the Terrace Little INSIST OH THE BEST 10 a,m. to 4 p,m. Items for Phone 832-6310. (Atfn-1-6-79) P.B.Autowlth 4 wlntor t l~s,  50, HOMES 
WANTED 
Theatre Kelum Street on sale: household appliances, RCBS Reloading set cam..,.:: 
Monday, June 10th at 7:30 Cencrete septic tanks In household, furniture, TV's, p le te  S-HR78x15 steel .:.~. 
p.m. for people Interested In stock. Get relief with a toys, leather coats, garage radials. Phone 635-2516. (Ca- 
an October production of concrete Investment. tools, records, tapes etc. at WANTED IMMEDIATELY 19June) • ; ; 
"Hey Naked Lady". New 3955 McNeil Street, Copper by rel iable couple. 3 
members most.welcome. 5chmltty's Excavating MountetnSub.acrmsfrom t. Collier Excavating Backhoe bedroom modern home to 1970 Mustang, 0ekussessad. ': '" 
Time for a different ex. 635.3939 ha Thornhlll Motel, Highway Work. Phone 535.5340 after 6 rent with option to buy. Open t0 bids. Contact Rick .,. 
parlance. (NC-18June) (AM.6.6.79) 16E. (C9-15June) p.m. [C20.11July) (Ctfn.13.6-79) Smlth, 635.7117. (cffn.24A) ~,, 
. I - i . 
1954 CMVi2 dr. H.T. ~ Good: 1~78 14x70 Manco M.H. 
running cond.!No r0st~ Unfurnished. set up & 
Asking.:. $3.,000. Phono 63.5- itklrted In local trailer park. 
3239. (pl~ZIJ) " Pheue ~635~,  (Ctfn-28-]5- 
Z9'/8 ',~L'hunderbird, 2 door:~):  . " ' .  ' - 
lmrd.top.~351 cubic inch.' IP77 Atco' :i~xd0 3ihree 
Auto.tram. 9S00 Km. As _k~_ / I~dro~m.-Setup at & sklrt~. 
$9,000.00 OBO~ phone ~!~'. ! $0,' ! 1 Park AvenueTra'ller 
1957 after 6 p,m. (P5-14~.~. ~'~ ~ ' r t . .  Phone:635.2~7. ,.(PT, 
19/4 Toyot;,'C o',;i :: 
Now radlelsallround, Plus,~ ~Qr sela,13 fc~t Vanguard 
wloter edlals. Good running ~<.~r~iiler:,~f~'l|v: Ulned ,New 
, .  " ' '.' *f "T ,  " ~ ' -~ . r - ~  
• condltlon.~ $)200.~ .OBO..:iN~tr e :fire.' Like: new: con- 
phone 635.5658 weeKenus or , ~iflon. View ~d.4897:Stra~Jme 
evonlngs. (P~-13JuneY e".¢al/635-2837. (P~ISJUne) 
1977 Chev Van, 3 speed 
transmleslon, 30.5 .cubic In. 
Low mileage. Interior 
completed. Must be seen to 
be appreciated. Many more 
features. For. more In- 
formafloncail 638-1383 after 
5 p.m. (Cs.14Jone) 
'~ldltlon, furnished or un- 
rnlehed ~. Set up afNo, 65 
rrace • Trailer 'Court• 
Phone 635-4315. (Ps.14June) 
19/1 Ford Torlno, black & 
white. ;Gnod driving con- 
ditlon. Somerust. Brand new 
fires. Priced at $6s0.0o. 
Phone 63.5-2362, (Ps.21June) 
. x  
1970 Mustang Maeh I. 4 
speed. Ope. to m~ .roll 
May 31, 1979. Contact G. 
Warrenn at ~71W between 
• m a e~pim; (can-aTe-.79)_! 
1974 26QZ-': Datsun Low 
mileage. Best offer. 79~.2200 
after 6 p.m. (Ch.18June) , 
1973 Bulck Century Vdl Auto. 
P.S.,P.B. Good runnlng 
condltlon. Phone 635.4246. 
(C4-1S,hme) 
1974 Vega Hatchback. Good 
condition. AM.FM radio- 
tape deck. Bucket seats. 
Phone 638-8,1~ after 6 p.m. 
(Cs.!eJune) 
• 1977 C;J5 Jeap. Tilt steering, 
V.S, clock, tach ,  low 
mileage. Would like to trade 
for car. Phone 635-2009 after 
5 p.m. (Ph.19June) 
Wanted to buy acerage in 
~llce Arm.Kltsalt area. 
Apply at Box 1212 care of 
Terrace Hal'ald. (P10- 
2S Junk) 
~orWltwhor : J : : y~r l ? ;  
A~umlnum City Lodge In 
KI t imat.  For further In- 
formation call Kemano 634. 
,,~N39. (C10.19June) 
1977 Skylark Camper, 117/~ 
foot. Fully'lqulped. 1974 
'Ford 1 ton Super Camper 
Spectel. Like new. Will sell 
.~15m.3~. separately. Phone 
(PT-l~June) ' 
One 1~ ft. r~cr~mtlot)trailer 
'equipped With stove, frldge & 
furance, ~Exc. condition.. 
Must .be,'~.en"*to;be ap. 
preclated. Pben~ 635-2668. 
(c5.15J) - 
14. foOt travel traiier, In. 
dudes trailer hitch & 
eduallzor bars and set of 
. mirrors. Asking t~0. Ph. 
' * 635-7997. (c5.15J) ..' 
19/8 Chevy 10van 0e795 Km . . . . .  , . . . .  . :  .': . . .~- .  
to offers Phone 635.. 1971 SkymrK l~w rom3ravel 
6441 after 6p ml (P3.15June) trailer, Fi~Iy sel.f,"contllned 
• With sSb~ver & many exfre's, 
NOTICE TO 
• ,- CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
Edwin Reltberger late of 
25"/1 Clark Drlve, Terraco, 
B.C. 
• Creditors and others 
having-claims agalnst the 
sold 'estate(s), are hereby 
rcqurled to send them 'duly. 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., vez 
2C5, before July .19, 1979,' 
aft~" which date,he assets of 
the said estate(s) will be 
dtstrlb0ted, having regard 
only to claims that have been 
received. 
CLINTON W, FOOTE 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
~4-6,13,20,27June) 
I k#Mh C~umb~ FOrests  . 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A-11482 
Pursuant to section 16(I) 
of the Forest Act, there will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by the Forest. 
Ranger, Prince Rupert at. 
11:00 a.r~. On the 3rd day of 
August, 1979, ./ Timber Sale 
Llcence t.o authorize t.he 
harvesting ef 21 260 cubic 
metres of timber and located 
on McNeil Creek, C.R.5 Land 
District. Term: one(l) year. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unable to attend the auction 
In person may submit e 
sealed tender, :o be openea 
at the hour of at)ctlon ancl~ 
treated as one bid. 
Details" of the proposeo 
Timber, Sale Llcence may, Ix 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger at the Courthouse, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B9, 
or the Regional Manager, 
Market Place, Prince 
RUpert, B.C. vaJ 1B9. (A~. 
15June) 
3 .year old pony. 'Excellent 
for any.experienCed young 
rider, Phone 635-2732. (PS- 
1SJ) 
~ Fmetts  
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed .tenders for :the 
foll~wlng, stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Regl0nel Manager, 
Mlnlntry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below., 
Contract ~T1031.10.22 
JS&RF Located Ski Hill No. 
I Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 17.27 
VieWing date June 19, 1979, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submlffing a tender for this 
contract lit mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. June 27, 
• ~9/9. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the 'Forest 
Ranger(s) Indlceted, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not nacsesarlly be ac- 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER TERMSOF THE 
CANADA BRIT ISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT."  (AS- 
12,13,14,15AS June) 
STAND 
TENDING 
CANADA 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH• COLUMBIA 
EL IZABETH the  
SECOND, BY Grace of God, 
of the United Klngdom, 
Canada and Her Other 
Realms and Territories, 
Queen, Head of .the Com. 
monwsalth, Defender of the 
Faith. 
To a l l  to  whom these 
presents shall come. 
GREETING 
W.N.:VANDER ZALM 
Minister of Munlclpel 
Affairs 
WHEREAS by section 766 
of the Municipal Act It Is 
provided, inter alia, that In 
eddltlon to the functions 
conferred by that Act, a 
regional dlefrlct has such 
functions as are provldedby 
Letters Patent or sup. 
plementery Letters Patent 
and for tbls purpose, the 
bleutenant,Governor In 
Councl| may, on the 
recommendation of the 
Minister, provide In the 
Letters Patent or cup. 
plementery Letters Patent 
such further oblects, powers, 
ob l igat ions ,  dut ies ,  
Ilmltatlons and conditions in 
respect to any or all func. 
tlons requested pursuant to 
this section: 
AND WHEREAS by 
supplementary Letters 
Patent issued on February 
27th, 1975, as amended by 
CONTRACTS supplementary Letters 
,~patont dated September 9th, 
Sealed tenders for the '1976. the Regional Dlstrlct0f 
following Stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the Reglenal Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
1. Contract STI03110.16 JS. 
Located Goat Creek Ranger 
District Terrace Number of 
Hectares 7. Viewing date 
June 27th 1979, leaving 
Kltlmat.Stlklne was am. 
powered to undertake the 
function of ski hill with the 
member munlclpelltle~ of 
the District of Terrace, the 
.District of Kltlmat; Elec- 
torel Area E and defined 
pertlon of Electoral Area C: 
ANO WHEREAS the 
Regional Board of the 
Regional District of Kltlmat. 
Stlklne 'has requested that 
electors In the participating 
member municipalities on 
November 16, 1974: 
AND .WHEREAS the 
consents of the Councils of 
the District of Terrace and 
the District of Kitlmat have 
been obtained: 
AND WHEREAS the 
assent of the electors in 
Electoral Area E and the 
defined portion of Electoral 
Area C has been obtained: 
AND WHEREAS the 
provisions of section 766 of 
the Municipal Act have been 
duly complied with: 
NOW KNOW YE THAT by 
these p~esents We do order 
and proclaim that on, from, 
and after the date hereof the 
following .be added to the. 
ub[ects, powers, obllgdtlons, 
duties, limitations and 
conditions of the Reglqnal 
District of KItlmat.Stiklne: 
!• Paragraph 4 of the 
function of °Ski Hi l l "  
authorized by sup- 
plemontary Lefle'rs Patent 
Issued on February 37th, 
1975, as amended by sup- 
plementary Letters Patent 
dated September 9th, 1976, 
shall be deemed to be further 
amended by striking out the 
figures $675,000 on the third 
line and" substituting the 
figures Sell,SO0 therefor; so 
that the paragraph reads as 
follows: 
"4. The debt tncurrnd by 
the roplonal district for the 
purposes of thts Divtslon 
shall not "exceed In the~ 
aggregate $811,500." 
AND THAT the Letters 
Patent of the Regional 
District of Kltimat.Stlklne be 
deemed to be amended so as 
to.conform to the premises 
as and from the date of these 
supplementary Letters 
Patent: 
IN TEST IMONY 
WHEREOF, We have caused 
these Our Letters to be made 
Patent and the Great Seal of 
Our sold Provlnco to be 
hereunto affixed. 
WITNESS, the Honourable 
NATHANIEL THEODORE 
NEMETZ, AD. 
MINISTRATOR of Our said 
Province of British 
19/SCh'ev ~ Ton4x4 Stonslde Good condition & clean Ranger station at 9:0o a.m. 
.4spd. phone638.Uglor&lS, throughout. Muat be seen to For sale registered V= NOTE: Vle~vlng of the stend the borrowing power In Columbia, In Our City of 
3(X)7aftorSp.m(Cffn-l:05.79) beeppreclated. (C&19June) Arabian Gelding. For more tending site prior to sub- respect of tbe stated functlon Victoria, In Our said 
• dotallsplnosaphone63S~9~6, miffing a tender: for this be Increased from SI~ Province this 25th day of Hundred and Seventy.five MAY In the year of Our Lord 
1975 Ford F2SO-4x4. 3~0,V8, Starcraft ent trailer Sleems t~S 13June) contract !s mandatory: o liars 675 000 one thousand nine hundred • " . . . . . .  " • el T r Th_usand Do ( , ) PS, PB,  cw canopy, 23 Deadline for rec p o .~.;~.~.~._,~ ~...v.~;, m ~.~,,~. 6. Stove, Frldgb & Futrmce . . . . . . . .  "u'- 4th to Eight Hundred and Eleven and onventy-nlne and In the 
• ~,,,y,~, .,,u, :,, . . . .  ?. . . . .  , Extras. InclUde canopy & . ,- . ~.er~oers is ,:au p.m. J ,y Thousand Five Hundred twenty.eighth year of Our 
8 track tape payer .  -. .,,,y. . . . . . . . . . .  Porto Pottle, excellent I ' - a ~-..,..., ~'r,a M 1,~ lo,S Dollars ($811,S00): . . Reign.. 
e~venmp phone O=b-YOl~.: ~- , , , , . .~ ,~p, , , ,  5.~241 , ,.,~..,a~..,.,,, - ,,- , ,  ,,,,., ~,,unnm* . . . . .  
, - - - " ~, - ~ . ~ District Yerra(~ umber of. , ,,. • ~.. , , ~ ~ , ~{ Provincial Secreter and 
1,7, • • • V;wIng Minister of Government • 
dr ive,.V-e, :)/U.o ,.~.,~'.o. Star'Ma#d.' Well maintained .=m~,,~ June 27th 1979, leaving ~"~e~'x'ls~l~'~_r~.~hlch " Services 
Pnone 63.5..9202 afh~" S p.m. $1475.00..842-6'086. (C3. ..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. o~n ,~ ,k g~;,~., * ,,~ ,,a (A1 13June) 
(P4-15June~ 12,13,1.%l'une) ' :pl=At-=gJ /r.niur.l~= mr NOTE: viewing of the stand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
1917 GMC Blazer ~,'4. 25,000 
miles, many exh',,~. Will 
take lal'g¢ station wego~ as 
|trade-in. phone 635-37)71 
days, 635.7623 after 6 p.m.! 
(C20.2SJune) 
1956 International One Ton.* 
264 cu, In. displacement. 
Phone 635.6681. (Ps.lSJune) 
1972 I.H.C. Travelall V.8 
Auto, P.S., P:B, low 
mlienge, •radial t!res/price 
$1300,00. Phone 635-4610. ( P5. 
13June) 
IW) Skylark 19V~ foot travel 
trailer. Fully 'self contained 
with shower & many extra'e. 
Good condition & clean 
throughout. Must be seen to 
1977 Ford E.IS0 window vnn• 
Good condition. Low 
mileage. P.S., P.B., g: 
cylinder standard, $6500' 
ODe. Ph. 635.4324. (c5.15JP 
1977 - Chev Van 350 
automatic., P.S., P.B. asking 
$4,000 OBO. Ph. 63.$.3520., 
(ps.1SJ) . . . .  
197S Chev ~ Ton 4)(4. Step 
slcle. 4 speed. Phone 638.1.121 
or 63S-3027after 5p.m. (Ctfn~ 
1.d.79), . . . .  , - ;  
, " ,  , t 
l197s Ford F~0. ,  3601 
Iautomatlc, p.o., p.b., 27,'000| 
Imflea. leo00.00. Call S,~-I 
12292 between 6 a.m. and 5J Jr.m.o.~ (Cffn.01-06-/9) I
MUST SELL 1973. Nor- 
western trailer (12 foot x SO 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fully 
furnished wlth washer & 
dryer. Includes additional 
room (9 feet x 12 feet) & 
covered porch. Loceted on 
private land In Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to be ap. 
preclated. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635-363.7 
days, 638-1985 evenings. 
be appreciated. Phone 63S. 
9240aftor S plm. (C~-20June) 
Why Rent? 
Completely cemperlzed• new 
engine & tlres~" Sleeps five. 
Must baensoen, Phone 63.5. 
3692. (C10-36June) 
S foot Okanogan camper. 
Stove, frldge,'lacks, furnace. 
Atklng$3000.00. Phone 635. 
3105. (P3.15June) 
To Trade: Have 9V~ foot 
• Vangaurd camper & would 
like to trade for an 0 foot 
camper• Phone 638.1698 after 
5 p.m. (l=2-15June) 
i7  foot Tandem trailer. 
Stove, oven, fr l~e, toilet, 
shower. Many extras. For 
appelntment to view phone 
~18.137e after 5 p.m. (C5- 
19June) 
the project listed below, 
edc!rsesed to the Director, 
Engineering and Ar- 
ch i tectura l  Services, 
Depsrlmont of Indian and 
Nor,horn Affairs, P.O. Box 
10081, Pacific Centre, 700 
West Georgia Street, Van- 
couver, B.C., VTY 1CI, and 
endorsed, with the proled 
name will be received until 
the specified closing time 
and date, 
Tender Documents can be 
obtained from the. above 
noted Department of Indian 
Nfalrs, Vancouver Office 
(14th Floor, Pacific Centre) 
or Prince George. District 
Office, 209.280 Vldor!a St., 
Prlnco George, B.C. V2L 4X3 
on payment of applicable 
deposit. 
Tender .Documents may 
also be viewed at 'con- 
struotlen aeseclitlons h the 
following locations: Van- 
couver, Burnaby, Prince 
George, Terrace, Prince 
Rupert, Smlthers, Vlctorts. 
• PROJECT 
Pr. No. 30908..Construction 
• of 3,000 sq. ft. ot addition to 
existing school and 1,104 sq. 
ft. duplex teecherage, In- 
:ctudlng foundatl~ and In- 
stallation and connection of 
utilities. 
L4¢eflon: North Tscla Lake 
Indlon Reserve No. 7 
Closing Date: 2:00 p.m. 
(PDT) July'10, 1979 
LAND REGISTRY ACT Deposit: SS0.O0 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Re: Certificate o f  Title Deposit for Plans and 
H3323, Lot 2, District Lot . Specifications must be made 
4468, Range 5, Coast District, In the form of a CERTIFIED 
Plan 8981. BANKCHEQUE to the order 
of the Receiver General for 
(Cffn.13.&/9) 
Well Kept IW0 12x60 Mobile 
Home. 10x24 addition, ae0m 
F.P.. &'Veranda, $10,S00.00 
Skirted &. set up In trailer 
park. Call after S p.m, 
1072. (Cffn.01.06-79) 
For Sale: 22xS2 Oendall 
Vista Villa. Fully turn,shed, 
set up In local trailer perk. 
Phone 638-10kl. (cffn.23-4. 
79) . 
1974 12x6S Deluxe Diplomat. 
Fully furnished, 2 bedroom, 
built Ih China cabinet. 
imitation fireplace. Installed 
In trailer perk. Phone 635. 
2315 or 6311.$4~ afteP 6 p.m. 
(Cs.lgJune) 
3 bedroom doubtewlda for 
sale. On large Weed lot. 
Fireplace, 2 baths, on wafer 
system, also large workshop. 
Phone 635.~46. (P20.ZJuly) 
WHEREAS satisfactory Cinida ind will be refunded 
pr.oof of leas of  the above on return efthe documents' 
Cartlflcateof Tltlelesued In prepaid and in good con- 
• the names of Roller Glenn dition within one month o f  
Vinned~e and Joan Lahore tender opening date. 
Vinnndge" has been filed In To be considered, each 
my office, ~1 hereby give tender must be submitted on 
notice that at •e expiration the forms provided by the 
of two weeks from date of the ' Department according tO the 
f i rst  publication hereof I conditions set forth therein 
shall Issue a Provisional 
Certificate of Title to the 
above n4med In lieu of said 
Lost Certificate unless in the 
meantime valid objection Is 
made In wrlt!ng to the un- 
dersigned. 
DATED at the Land 
Registry Office, Prince 
Rupm't, British Columbia, 
this' 28th day of Ndly, 1979. 
R.E. Houper, 
REGISTRAR 
First Publication May 31, 
1979. (AlO-13Jtme) 
and mud ba accompanied by 
the security epeclfled on the 
tender docum~ts. 
The lowest or any tender 
wil lnot necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
W.S. Eddy, P.Eng., 
Director, 
Engineering& 
Arohlteclural Services, 
Delmdmont-of Indian Af- 
fairs and 
Northern Development, 
British Columbia 
Region. (A1-13June) 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 11th 
1979. 
3. Contract ST1031.10.19 JS
Located Treston Block C 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 5.5 
Viewing date June 27th 1979, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender fur this 
contract is mandatory. 
Dealine for receipt of ten- 
dors is h30 p.m. July 4th 
1979. ' 
Tenders must be sub. 
miffed on the form and in the 
envelope supplied which, 
with particulars, may 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests,. Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest' or say tender 
will not necessarily be ac. 
cepted. (A7.26June) 
Buying? 
Selling? 
Trading? ' 
Use 
Classifieds 
Phone 
635-6357 
I I 
JANITOR SERVICES REQUIRED 
by office in Terrace.  Weekly service shall 
inc lude  w indow c lean ing ,  rep len ish ing  
sanitation supplies, etc. Interested parties 
should reply in writing to Box 399, Terrace, 
B.C. To v iew premises, call 
635-6357 
BUILDING FOR RENT 
5745 sq, f t .  wi th  6//2 years on lease plus 10 
year  renewal option. Prefer one tenant but 
w i l l  sub let ,  EXCELLENT LOCATION 
bes ide banks and arena in K i t lmat  City 
Centre. Rate approx,  one.half  of mal l  rent. 
Contact Brian Eby a# MacKenzie Furniture,  
360 City centr e 
632-7181 
, or 
624-4146 624-608 
Prince RuPert - Work Prince Rupert - Home 
i 
DIESEL STATIOH MECHANIC 
required by 
B.C. HYDRO AND POWER AUTHORITY 
Temporary for approximately three months 
LOCATION: Terrace, B.C. 
This pesltlon Involves the overhaul and repair of 
diesel electric generating units and requires extended 
periods In generating stations throughout Se Nprth 
Coast region. 
Appllcents must be certified Journeymen Heavy- 
Duty Mechanics with diesel experience. Experience on 
CAT units desirable (D 398). 
WAGES: S12.17 per hour, plus a comprehensive 
benefits package Including a reduced work week. 
Applications can be made In person at the following 
address: 
B.C. Hydro and Power Authority 
Administrative Services Oepartment 
5220 Kelth Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
i ii i 
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Bringing The.  Classics To The Communities 
The drums will roll and the trumpets will blare...and 
around the count ry  i t 's  music  in the air .  
[%r the next four year~, 
seven of .America's major 
symphony orchestras will 
tour the ~ U.S,, thanks in large 
measure to a large American 
corporation. 
The American Telephone 
and  Te legraph Co. has 
pledged $10 million to help 
support "Bell System Amer- 
ican Orchestras on Tour," 
• which will include nearly 
100 concerts  in over 40 
cities in 1979. It is the largest 
financial commitment ever 
made by a company in sup- 
port of symphony orchestra 
Bernste in ,  Carlo Maria 
Giulini, Lorin Maazel, Zubin 
Mehta,' Eugene Ormandy', 
Selji Ozawa and Andre 
Previn. 
In connection with the 
tour, where time pern~Itsi: 
pr inc ipal  players of the 
orchestras  will condubt  . 
master times for eeriou$ 
i ns t rumenta l i s t  students. 
The classes will include lec- 
tures, demonstrations and 
performances by principal 
players. 
The object ive of  the 
tours is " to  br ing f ine  
touring, concert music experiences 
Touring orchestras are 
the  Bostofi Symphony,  to  mi l l i ons  o f  Ameri- 
" Chicago Symphony, Cleve- cans live in the i r  home 
land Orchestra, Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, New York 
Philharmonic, Philadelphia 
Orchestra  and Pittsburgh 
Symphony. 
As a result of,this effort, 
more cities, towns and col- 
lege • campuses than ever 
before will be given an 
opportunity to hear fine 
music.' Livingston L. Biddle 
Jr., chairman df the National 
Endowment for the Arts, 
praised the Bell System for 
helping extend the reach of 
the orchestras beyond their 
own concert halls bdngiog 
classical music to far g~eater 
communities. 
Over'the four-year period, 
it is expected that over 100 
American cities will host, at 
least once, the appearance 
of at least one of the tour- 
ing orchestras. 
Household Reelty 
SECONb MORTGAG.ES 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees ... 
No finder's fees 
FAST SERVICE 
Comeon in or call the nearest 
numbers of people in the 
U.S. He called the endow,- o lficeolHousehold Finance 
ment "a pioneering step in Ask for Mortgage Service~ ;
corporate  support of  the TERRACE " 
musical arts in our country." ~ IJkelsa Avenue 
Conductom "on tour" in 635.7101 
1979 include Leonard  
OOMMUNITY 
Northwest (:ommunlty. College will require 
Basic Training for Skill Development (BTSD) " 
Instructors for the fall and winter months for the 
following .locations: 
Houston  Prince Rupert  • 
Har f ley  Bay Queen Charlotte islands 
Hazelton . K l tamaat  V i l lage  
K I t imet  Port  Simpson 
Smithers K i twanga.  
Mor icetewn . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " ; 
~,~'," ,1¢~ ~0 ~*,~,v~ - ) t i t  f l t  I£) ,~.~rt, f 
~ne ~f;the ~,~vi'~'k~'Ba~art time positions. 
"Appli~nts should •have • a B.C.'f~tchlng~'cer - 
flflcate or equivalent. Experience in teaching 
and-or supervision of adults Is desirable. Dutlse 
will include teaching of a core curriculum as well 
as encouraging and preparing stmlenhJ to 
proceed to further vocational training or to  
employment. Further Information may be ol). 
telned from Mr. R. Sullivan, No: 635.6.511. 
Salary will be on the Vocational Instructors scale 
from $I ,562 to S1,866 per month. 
Apply In writing to: 
Dlrector, Vncetlonal and Trldes Trelnlng 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Box 735 
Terrace, B.C. VIO 4Ct 
Please state the location of interest. 
I GENERAL ELECTRICI I 
J Has Immediate  Openings for .  J 
IRADIO COMMUNICATIONS 
SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
LOCATION: PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
INDUSTRY: 
Applied radio communications ! one of today'| fastest 
growing, most  Interesting Industries. 
Canadian general electric Is a major supplier to this 
Industry with a complete line Of itate-ofdhe-art 
communications products. 
CGE research, development, and engineering ensures 
our continuing, leeclerehlp In this field. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Appllcents shouldohave successful Industrial sale 
record; basic knowledge of electronics and principles 
of radio communications, with one year or more ex. 
pertonce In F.M. oommonlcatlons systems preferred; 
responsible, self.starting, motivated Individual 
required; able to .work efficiently and Independently. 
REWARDS: 
For the successful candidates CGE offers an In. 
terestlng end satisfying career with excellent ad. 
vancement opportunlflse, working conditions, and a 
salary, Incentive, benefit and car expenm package 
second to none. 
For a great future with a winning team send your full 
resume to: 
Norm I.selle 
Olstrlef Sales/~neger 
Radio CommonlcaNoJu Equipment 
CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC  CO. LTD 
East Broadway 
Vinr.~vK, B.C. V i i  3V9 
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DEAR ABBY 
DEAR ABBY: Our only child has been ice skating 
since he was 6. lie's had lessons, has won medals, and 
we're very proud of him. He is now 12 and wants to 
take ballet lessons. 
I have mixed feelings about his, Abby. I am proud 
to have my son excel in athletics, but I Just don't feel 
the same way about ballet. I have the feeling that 
ballet Is for sissies or the gay boys, and I want our son 
to be ell man. 
Should I let him take ballet? Or do you think ff he 
does have aW effeminate t ndencies it would tip the 
scales in favor of his going the gay route? 
UPTIGHT MOM 
DEAR MOM: Let him take ballet ff that's what he 
wants, and don't worry about tlppingthe scales in favor 
of his going the gay rcuto. If that's not his natural 
direction, he won't take IL OrglnaHy, ballet was 
danced exclusively by men, you know. And some male 
~Het  dancers are amung the world's flnut athletes. 
DEAR ABBY: I have a very dear friend who Is 
@etliug married in a church. My husband says we 
should not go to the wedding or send a gift because this 
• . , f . ,  
couple has been living in sin for a year and a half. 
She is still my friend and I. think we should go 
regardless. What is your opinion? 
SAN ANTONIO HOSE 
DEAR ROSE: Attend the wedding, give a gift, and 
let your husband stay home if he wants to . . i f  this 
ecuple is to be Judged for their "sins," let the Lord do 
it. 
DEAR ABBY: Why is it that when people have 
trouble seeing they go to a doctor and get glasses, but if 
they are hard of hearing they refuse to get their 
hearing tested? 
My mother asked us to repeat everything we said, 
but ff we suggested that she might be slightly deaf, she 
angrily insisted that here was nothing wrong with her 
bearing! This is how we solved the problem: When 
mother was present, we spoke in normal tones, 
refusing to shout or repeat anything. Consequently she 
was left out of all the conversations. When she c0m- 
plained, we reminded her in tones that she could hear 
that we saw no reason to repeat or yell since we 
believed her when she said there was nothing wrong 
with her hearing. 
After a while, mother decided that perhaps she eould 
have her hearing tested. We took her to an audiologist 
and, sure eaough, she had a 40 percent hearing loss in 
cue ear and 60 in t he otberl Now she wears a hearing 
aid and no longer has a problem. And neither have we. 
" US IN DENVER 
DEAR US: 11mnks for a good suggestion on handling 
folks who turn a deaf ear to suggestions that they get 
their hearing checked. 
DEAR ABBY: How could you define a good friend? 
CURIOUS 
DEAR.CURIOUS:' "To know someone here to there 
with whom you can feel there is understsnding i  spite 
of distances or thou~ts unexpressed...that can make 
of this earth a garden." (GOETHE) 
HOROSCOPE 
• . . , '  . . 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 Febl 1 ) ~ 
l~Imklues should be acted on. 
Don't let friends distract you. 
Watch out for careless speech 
in the late p.m. Be protective of health, the latest about your love. 
TAURUS ~:~:~ 
(Apr. m to May 20) 
The boss may have other 
things on his mind and not be 
in the mood to listen to that 
good plan' of yours. Later, 
distractions Interfere with 
routine. 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Buy needed household 
goods. Romance at a distance, 
but further thinking required 
to work out travel plans. Don't 
go overboard.- 
CANCER 
(Jane 21 to July 22) Wq~Z~ 
An excellent time for 
serious discussions, but joint 
investment plans have too 
many loose ends to be tied up 
successfully right now. 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) d~'~ 
A friend may have a use~ni 
financial tlp. Romance in 
connection with partnerships, 
but you're beth prone to go off 
the deep end together. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)~------I~&  ' 
Be alert for secret in- 
formation pertaining to 
career. Romantic interests 
could cause you to goof off in 
other areas of living. Be 
respenslble. . . . . . .  
SCORPIO 
(oct. m to Nov. 2~) n~p 
A serious talk with a friend 
provides useful information. A
family' member maybe en the 
wrong track regarding some 
venture. 
SAGrFrARIUS ~t~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Concentrate on business 
problems for success. A 
partner may be overly op- 
timistic. What you hear is 
liable'to be an exaggeratlen. 
CAPmCO~N ~t~-~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) ~,J t~'H" 
Listen to the ideas of a close 
one. They wake sense. ~,void 
extravagant spending. One 
small purchase could lead to 
another... Congeniality pays 
off. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)~,x~ 
Communications with loved 
ones should be encom~aged. 
Avoid retreating into your 
private little world, lest others 
find you inconsiderate. 
YOU BORN TODAY are  
more inclined to settle down 
than the typical Gemini. Often 
attracted to businesses allied 
with the arts, you can succeed 
as.an interior decorator, an 
• antique dealer, or in some 
theatrical pursuit. Both 
scientific and mystical, you do 
best in a field that utilizes your 
fine mental gifts. Law, 
engineering, geology, music, 
and real estate are some of the 
fields in. which you'd find 
happiness. It is important .that 
you like your work or you will 
lose interest. YOu may have a 
special talent for writing. 
Blrthdate of: Basil Rathbone, 
actor; William Yeats, •poet; 
and Don Budge, tenhis star. 
(c) 1919 K ing  Features  Synd icate ,  Inc .  
fl l:ttAfl 
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'TII pay ior them and we' l l  cell it your 
blrthdey present." 
. e1919 umv~l~l  Pm,~ Sy~d,cot, 1 . . . . . . . . .  - - . . . . .  
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CROSSWORD 
ACROSS ' 39 Furniture 54 Vocalizes 11 Som;c'e oi 
I Kind of . designer DOWN cocoa' 
infinitive 40 Drink daintily I One-seeded 13 Marked for 
6 Kind of iron 42 No-n0 fruit . omission 
11 With before a 2 Dentures ' 18 Bill 
16 Aeress, a horse? 3 Mrs. Warner, 21 Pluck a uke 
spotted pet 43 British can to friends 23 "The -- 
12 Finished 44 Repairs 4 Desserts Flute" 
second 46 Contend 5 "... and a 25 Radiosignal 
14 Astounded 47 Swimmer time --" 27 Binding 
15 Child's toy Williams 6 Pixies custom '
16 See 11 49 Tyro 7 Social un i t  29 Seught after 
Across 51 A collection 8 Rodent 31 Diminishes 
17 Protest " 52 Sounded 9 Dramatize 32 He invented 
of a sort like a bee I0 Clay or the phono- 
19 Olive or 53 Titled quartz, e.g. graph 
banana Avg. solution time: 22 rain. 33 Hindu sacred 
20 War god JLIAIBIEIL 1CIOIWIAICIT I  formula 
22 "... could IAIGIAIT]EI IAIMIAIRIUIEI 34 New Jersey 
-- no fat" IPlOIRITIEIBIAIRIBIEIRISI fort 
23 Silent --'~AIA~RIMIEINJAINIEITI 36 Hoarding 
24 Ki lns  ISIHIA~SIOIL[[BIRIAIDISI 37 Costs 
26 Tardy ~ ~  38Horse 
28 Hood's gat ~ ~  41 Hangs fire 
30 Sink in the 44 Celebratidn 
middle IAILIAIN[[LIEISIS E R 45 Clusters of 
31 In deep [BIAII~IGIAIIINggTII~IOIUITI • spores , 
IEITIE~EIVIE~EIL-IOIPIEI " 
thought IL IE IR IS IE IR I I~IE I /~ I ITI 48 Pronoun. " 
35 Faint 5-5 50 Paul -- 
streaks Answer to yesterday's puzzle. Hindenburg 
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Yesterday's Cryptequlp..--- PROPER MISS CAN AVOIU 
IMPROPER ADVANCES. 
. Tedayis~t~luipclu'e:  O equals A , 
' i lm b~',~l~l~p is a simple subStiiutien cipher in which'eacL 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to loea~:~ 
Vowels. Solution is aecompUshed by trial and error. 
• ' @1919 K ing  Features  Synd icate ,  Inc .  
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romitc 
F,FLOO~I.~IS "~.TH~NNO~MSER~I~| ~'ANPCAROLEISCL,~ERJ  IA~'W¢AT r YOLI~/'RAy£~u~! ~1 
IREALLY CRIMINALLY t )OF HI,.~ CULT Ig 3" J "- J ~'TO HIM. THAN ANYONE a • I MOMCRV);., J YOU TRIEP TO PEFECT. I YOU J[~ 
l_ INSANE'" ~ 5/= ~E ! j 4 ~.~ I~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nm 
0 ~ 
CATFISH ByRoger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
' 
v 
, ~ ~ A~r ~/~! ' 
I . . .~  • • . ~'~ . 
, ................................. ,.,, 
the WIZARD OF ID 
I ~ '~ ~ ~ ~ ~t~i ~'I 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
THAT LON~ 
ToAPP IT 
B. C. 
®~,,,~ [ ,,~,,~,. ,,~, ,~ 
DOONESBURY 
/ /~  MI/~, y(/p. NAR/~ 
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TAqlVlN~P/~- F I I~L~ON 
Cz~4~ 70PAE ON 7H4T YE/ T.. 
- I 
By Johnny Hart 
, , ,  ,~  
• 1Tl~.'/We~ c~-LoA~l To .em4e 
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*" ¢ 
By Garry Trudeau 
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